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Dear colleague, 

Welcome to the first international conference of the EPET, the Centre for Ethics and 

Politics of Emerging Technologies. 

EPET is a centre combining the efforts of philosophers of technology located at 

different Dutch universities, hosted by Maastricht University. It is devoted to the 

ethical and political reflection on emerging technologies, with a particular focus on 

how technology co-evolves in conjunction with morality and politics. Its approach is 

decidedly interdisciplinary, combining empirical and philosophical research. As 

emerging technologies constitute the focus of our research, EPET also reflects on 

how to explore the future in ways that are simultaneously grounded and imaginative. 

The arts play a major role here. The ultimate goal of our work is to enhance 

democracy's grip on technology, and to stimulate citizenship in a technological 

culture. Therefore, we engage in the field and with the field: in the laboratory, in the 

hospital, in the political arena, in science cafes, and so forth. 

We organised this conference to connect with researchers working on similar topics 

in a similar spirit: to connect, share approaches, concepts, findings, and imaginations 

– and to forge connections and initiate collaborations. 

So:  let’s  meet! 

 

Tsjalling Swierstra 

Director of EPET
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ABOUT EPET 

 

EPET is a centre devoted to the normative (ethical and political) reflection on 
emerging technologies, with a particular focus on how technology co-evolves in 
conjunction with morality and politics. The goal of our work is to enhance 
democracy's grip on technology, and to stimulate citizenship in a technological 
culture.  

Instead of the traditional focus on quantitative technological risk, we study 
technology's 'soft impacts': how technology influences values, norms, aspirations, 
needs, identities, responsibilities, meanings, and power relations. Accordingly, of 
great interest is the reverse: how is, and can technology be, affected by cultural, 
political, and moral factors? As we concentrate on emerging technologies, we reflect 
on the legitimacy, feasibility, and aims  of exploring future scenarios. For instance: 
how to deal with uncertainty, how to improve the quality of expectations and, is 
there an ethics of scientific promising? 

We pride ourselves on our ability to draw inspiration from diverse and rich theoretical 
traditions and disciplines like Philosophy, Science and Technology Studies, 
Ethnography, Innovation studies, History, and the Arts. We aim to be creative with 
regard to the methodology but also with regard to the outcome of our work: we not 
only write books and academic articles, but also participate in public debates, 
develop techno-moral scenarios and vignettes, organize workshops, and more. We 
want to engage in the field and with the field: in the laboratory, in the hospital, in 
the political arena, and in science cafes.  

The raison d'être of this centre is to help each other to develop these interests by 
collaborating with contents, practices, methods, and literature. 
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PRACTICAL INFORMATION 

 
If you have any questions, don’t  hesitate  to  contact the organisation via the 
registration desk located at the Turnzaal, or directly: Mijke van der Drift (0031 6 275 
96 333 / mijke.vanderdrift@maastrichtuniversity.nl) or Ties van de Werff (0031 6 
170 54514 / t.vandewerff@maastrichtuniversity.nl),  

Venue information 

The conference takes place at the Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences (FASoS) of 
Maastricht University. The Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences is one of the six 
faculties at Maastricht University. The faculty is internationally oriented and most of 
the programmes are offered in English. Its students come from all over the world. 
The faculty is located in the centre of Maastricht, in two renovated buildings on the 
Grote  Gracht:  the  ‘Hof  van  Tilly’  and  the  ‘Soirongebouw’. 
 
Maastricht is widely known as a city of history, culture, art, restaurants, luxury 
shopping and high-level interdisciplinary education. Maastricht is an ancient Roman 
city of some 120.000 inhabitants in the south of The Netherlands and has a beautiful 
medieval inner-city. Generally known as the venue of the Treaty of Maastricht and as 
“the  balcony  of  Europe”,  it  has  a  distinctly  international  orientation.  Located  at  the  
borders with Belgium and Germany, it caters to inhabitants from three European 
countries on a daily basis, both culturally and commercially. This international 
orientation is also typical of Maastricht University in general, and the Faculty of Arts 
and Social Sciences in particular.  

Address 

Faculty of Arts & Social Sciences 
Grote Gracht 90-92 / 80-82 
6211 SZ Maastricht 
Tel. +31-43-3884772 
www.maastrichtuniversity.nl 

To the Faculty of Arts & Social Sciences (FASoS, Grote Gracht 90-92):  

By bus from Maastricht Central Station 

 Bus lines 3 or 4, direction city. 

 Exit the bus at the Vrijthof.  

 From the Vrijthof, cross the square and follow the road in the right hand 
corner (Keizer Karelplein). The Grote Gracht will appear after app. 50 metres. 

On foot from Maastricht Central Station (app. 20 minutes) 

 Follow signs for "Centrum".  

 Keep the Vrijthof on the left-hand side.  

 The Grote Gracht will appear after 100 metres 

mailto:mijke.vanderdrift@maastrichtuniversity.nl
mailto:t.vandewerff@maastrichtuniversity.nl
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About the hotels: 

For those of you who reserved a hotel via our booking service you can find a map 
below where your hotel is indicated. All hotels are on walking distance of our Faculty. 

Hotel Au Quartier – Kapoenstraat 32, Phone: +31 43 325 8088 

Hotel Botticelli – Papenstraat 11, Phone: +31 43 3526300 

Bastion hotel Maastricht / Centrum – Boschstraat 27, Phone: +31 321 2222 

Hotel Les Charmes – Lenculenstraat 18, Phone: +31 321 7400 

Hotel Mabi – Kleine Gracht 24, Phone: +31 351 4444 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Conference  

Hotel Les Charmes  

Hotel Au Quartier  
Hotel Botticelli  

Conference Dinner  

Train station 

Bastion Hotel  Hotel Mabi  

Café Tribunal 
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About the conference dinner 

The  conference  dinner  will  take  place  at  ‘Wijnhandel  Thiessen’ at the Grote Gracht 
18, on July 3, 18hrs. 

 

At the faculty 

The main conference hall is the Turnzaal at Hof van Tilly (Grote Gracht 90-92). This 
hall is located a short distance from the main entrance, and toilet facilities are in the 
adjoining corridor. Parallel sessions take place in the C-building (accessible through 
Grote Gracht 90-92), and in the Spiegelzaal and the Attic at Sorion (Grote Gracht 
80-82, 1st floor & 3rd floor).  

Catering arrangements 

Coffee, tea and lunch will be served in front of the Turnzaal during the breaks.  

Internet/WIFI Access  

Delegates will be able to access the internet through visitor password to Maastricht 
University’s  WiFi service which will be provided on request from the Registration 
Desk.  

Registration 

Registration will take place from Monday morning 11.00 in the Turnzaal, with 
welcome addresses from 13.00. We look forward to seeing you there! 

Technical information 

There’s  a  computer (Windows 7, Office 2010) and a beamer present in each room. If 
you use a Mac, please bring your own converter cable (to VGA). There is time to set 
up your presentations during the breaks. 

Emergencies 

For emergencies, you can call Mijke van der Drift (0031 6 275 96 333 / 
mijke.vanderdrift@maastrichtuniversity.nl) or Ties van de Werff (0031 6 170 54514 / 
t.vandewerff@maastrichtuniversity.nl). The national alarm number for police or 
ambulance is 112.  

Taxi 

For  taxi’s,  you can call Maastricht Taxi Service: 0031 43 744 00 35.  

mailto:mijke.vanderdrift@maastrichtuniversity.nl
mailto:t.vandewerff@maastrichtuniversity.nl
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Places to eat & drink around the Faculty  

There are lots of good places to eat and drink within a short walking distance of the 
faculty of Arts & Social Sciences. To make informal meeting more easy, our local 
PhD’s  will  gather  at  Café  Tribunal during conference evenings and after the 
conference dinner.  

Maastricht is full of good restaurants and bars, the special and affordable ones are 
listed below:  

Café Tribunal (see map) 
Tongersestraat 1 

Café De Poort 
Opposite the entrance of the Faculty (Grote Gracht 90-92) 

Het Kruisheren Hotel  
50m from the Faculty, a beautiful 15th century church which is converted to a fancy 
wine bar annex hotel.  

Pet Thai - Nice, affordable Thai-food.  
Boschstraat 93 

Deli Belge – excellent sandwich bar 
Tongeresestraat 44 

Quattro Mori – affordable Italian, across the river in Wyck (near the station) 
Hoogbrugstraat 63 

Café Zuid – when the weather’s  nice,  the  best  terrace  in  Maastricht  with a view over 
the river Maas (in Wyck)  
Plein 1992 

Platielstraat – student-street filled with bars and pubs, close to the Vrijthof square 

 

Other suggestions:  

Bookshop Tribune – one of the best Dutch book shops  
Kapoenstraat 8-10 

Bookshop Dominicanen – Guardian listed this former church as one of the six most 
beautiful book shops in the world 
Dominicanerkerkstraat 1 

Bonnefantenmuseum – contemporary art museum, designed by Maastricht architect 
Jo Coenen 
Plein 1992 
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TIME SCHEDULE 
 
Monday July 2nd  
Until 13.00  Registration 
13.00 – 13.30 Presidential welcome address by Tsjalling Swierstra (Maastricht University) - 

Turnzaal 
13.45 – 15.15 Paper session 1 
 Track 1– C0.07 Track 2 – C0.16   

Affordable needs and 
rights: anticipating 
techno-moral change 
Harro van Lente 

Social media and the 
health encounter: a 
changing ethical code? 
Samantha Adams  

Technomorality 
and/or Technoethics? 
Moral(iti)es between 
sociotechnical agency 
and social desirability 
of change  
Giuseppina Pellegrino 

A Moral Bubble. The 
influence of online 
personalization on moral 
change 
Esther Keymolen 

 
 Exploring possibilities 

for patient 
involvement in 
translational 
molecular medicine 
Marianne Boenink & 
Lieke van der Scheer 

Securing privacy and 
independence. Activity 
monitoring in homecare 
Ike Kamphof 

 
15.15 – 15.30 Break 
15.30 – 17.00 Paper session 2 
 Track 1 – Spiegelzaal Track 2 – C0.07 Track 4 – C0.16 

Anticipatory Ethics: 
Techno-Moral Change 
for the Future 
Deborah Johnson 

Moral argumentation in 
the discussion of tissue 
engineering 
Anke Oerlemans 

Feeding the Gas Tank: 
An Inquiry into the 
Normative Implications 
of Reconceptualizing 
Plants as Fuel Sources 
Marcia Davitt 

Morality In|Morality 
Out Technologies, De-
Skilling, and the 
Return of the Divine 
Mijke van der Drift 

Blood Matters: New 
Reproductive 
Technologies and Donor 
Sperm Regulation 
Kim Surkan 

Identifying and 
Governing emerging 
Information and 
Communication 
Technologies 
Bernd Carsten Stahl 

Imagining Techno-
Moral Change: From 
Moral Shortcuts to 
Moral Detours 
Diane Michelfelder 

The taste of moral 
change 
Dirk Haen 

Playfully bridging the 
gap between 
stakeholders of 
neurotechnologies 
Femke Nijboer 

17.00 – 18.00 Reception  
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Tuesday July 3rd  
09.00 – 09.15 Welcome: Prof. dr. Rein de Wilde (Dean of FASoS, Maastricht University) – 

Turnzaal 
09.15 – 10.00 Keynote: Wiebe Bijker (Maastricht University) – Turnzaal 
10.00 – 10.30 Coffee 
10.30 – 12.00 Paper session 3 
 Track 1 – C.007 Track 2 – C0.16 Track 4 – Spiegelzaal 

Locating Development 
in Techno-Moral 
Change: the Question 
of Normativity and 
Situatedness 
Kars Aznavour & 
Johannes Waldmuller 

Ethical changes in a 
globalizing technological 
society 
Ramón Queralto 

Encountering 
“Nanofood”.  How  
Citizens employ Techno-
Moral Imagination to 
make Sense of 
Emerging Technologies 
in the Field of Food and 
Nutrition  
Simone Schumann 

The  “Little  Alex”  
Problem. Moral 
Enhancement and 
Free Will 
Michael Hauskeller 

 

Toward a Manifold 
Techno-moral 
Imagination: Avoiding 
the Reductionist Trap, 
with a Cautionaly Tale 
from Ecology 
Glen Miller 

A responsible strategy? 
A pragmatist view on 
"responsible innovation" 
policies in 
nanotechnologies 
Francois Thoreau 

Labyrinth of Change: 
Interrelationship 
between Fact, 
Concern, and Worth  
 Yuti Ariani Fatimah 

Remembering (not) to 
forget? The future fate 
of deep geological 
radioactive waste 
disposals 
Jantine Schröder 

The Co-Production of 
‘Nanotechnologies’  and  
the  ‘Nanoengineer’:  
Tracing Techno-Moral 
Change in an 
Undergraduate 
Nanoengineering Major 
Emily York 

12.00 – 13.30 Lunch 
13.30 – 14.15 Keynote: George Khushf (University of South Carolina) – Turnzaal 
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14.15 – 15.45 Paper session 4 
Track 2– C0.07 Track 2 – C0.16 Track 2 – Attic Track 3 – Spiegelzaal 
 Meanings of Work: 

Understanding AI-
enabled Scientific 
Work 
Yuwei Lin 

Redistributing homes 
and hospitals as spaces 
for healing: The 
production of changing 
moral care horizons? 
Lotte Huniche & Finn 
Olesen 

Nano at Large: 
theatrical debate as a 
tool for reflexive public 
engagement in 
nanotechnology 
Frank Kupper 

 Responsibility and 
accountability in 
artificial agent 
discourse 
Merel Noorman 

Learning about bodies: 
intersections of 
technology, morality 
and pedagogy 
Dawn Goodwin (et al.) 

The Nano Supermarket 
Ties van de Werff & 
Koert van Mensvoort 

 Learning from 
different contexts in 
the development of 
emerging 
technology: 
Discovering values 
and stakeholders 
from open 
controversies 
Pedro Sanches 

Value sensitive Design 
of a Detection Device 
for epileptic Seizures at 
Home 
Ghislaine van Thiel (et 
al.) 

 
15.45 – 16.15 Coffee 
16.15 – 17.45 Paper session 5 
Workshop - Attic Track 1 – C0.07 Track 2 – C0.16 Track 4 – Spiegelzaal 
In vitro meat, an 
interactive 
design workshop  
Cor van de 
Weele 

Moral change 
induced by 
technology as a 
pedagogical question 
Albrecht Fritzsche 

What's wrong with 
Alzheimer? 
Yvonne Cuijpers 

Policing, Technology and 
Values 
Vlad Niculescu-Dina 

Exploring the 
material 
scenarios of in 
vitro meat and 
the character of 
the imagination 
Clemens 
Driessen 

Changing and 
transformation: 
technology is 
nowadays world 
disclosure 
Giorgio Tintino 

The ‘techn-
ethicalization’ of 
bioinformational privacy 
and autonomy in 
biobanking  
Georg Lauss 

Transforming the ethics 
of the technologies of 
political control 
Steve Wright 

 The Hermeneutic 
Task of 
Conceptualizing 
Techno-Moral 
Change 
Shannon Vallor 

An Examination of the 
Socialconstruction of 
Synthetic Biology and 
its Impact on Ethical 
Assessment  
Aimee Zellers 

Socio-technical 
imageries and new 
citizenship practices in 
the biometric state 
Aletta Norval & Elpida 
Prasopoulou 

18.00 – 20.30 Conference dinner -  Wijnhandel Thiessen 
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Wednesday July 4th  
09.00 – 10.30 Paper session 6 
 Track 2 – C0.07 Track 2 – C0.16 Track 3– Spiegelzaal 

Era of personalized 
oncology: (genetic) 
scientists views about 
patients and their 
impact on  cancer 
research and clinical 
practice   
Simone van der Burg 
& Elisa Garcia 

Changing Aging - Ethical 
Implications of 
Emerging Life Extension 
Technologies 
Rosa Rantanen 

Using films and social 
media to deliberate 
techno-moral 
change/conceptualising 
techno-moral change. 
Kjetil Rommetveit 

Healthy Techno-Moral 
Change: Moral 
Subjectivity and the 
Alternative 
Normativity of Health 
Tamar Sharon 

Considerate interpassive 
technology 
Gijs van Oenen 

Artistic Interventions in 
Energy Futures 
Lea Schick 

The Observing Self. 
How Immersion In 
Our (Over)mediated 
Culture Leads To 
Increased Self-
Consciousness  
David Zweig 

Engaging emotions in 
techno-moral change 
Donal O'Mathuna 

'Too Sweet to Kill' – A 
Contribution to the Art 
of Cosmopolitics  
Michael Schillmeier & 
Yvonne Lee Schultz 

10.30 – 11.00 Coffee 
11.00 – 11.45 Keynote: Colin Milburn (UC Davis) – Turnzaal 
12.00 – 13.30 Lunch 
13.30 – 14.15 Keynote: Annemarie Mol (University of Amsterdam) – Turnzaal 
14.15 – 15.45 Paper session 7 
 Track 2 – C0.07 Track 3 – C0.16  

From techno-
conceptual to techno-
moral change: 
Anticipating the 
evolving future of 
(dealing with) 
Alzheimer’s  Disease 
Marianne Boenink 

How to Narrate Techno-
Moral Change 
David Kaplan 

 

Lifestyle or disease? 
Norms and values of 
vaccination against 
smoking  
Anna Wolters 

It’s  like  a  (r)evolution.  
The role of analogies for 
imagining techno-moral 
change (and continuity) 
in public engagement 
with nanotechnology  
Claudia Schwarz 

 

This is or is not food. 
Framing malnutrition, 
obesity and healthy 
eating 
Michiel Korthals 

  

16.00 – 16.30 Closing remarks - Turnzaal 
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KEYNOTE SPEAKERS 

 

Techno-Moral Change and Technology Assessment 

Wiebe Bijker 
Maastricht University, The Netherlands 

How can questions of techno-moral change be incorporated in new methods of 
technology assessment and the democratic governance of emerging technologies? 
Such a new governance of emerging technologies would incorporate a broad range of 
elements, ranging from expert advice to public dialogue, from dealing with scientific 
uncertainties to addressing policy needs, including hard and soft impacts, and giving 
place to outcome and obligation responsibility. Bijker will draw on experiences with 
designing and conducting the societal dialogue on nanotechnologies in the 
Netherlands, 2009-2011, and other current work on experimenting with new forms 
of technology governance. 
 
About Wiebe Bijker 
Wiebe E. Bijker is professor of 
Technology & Society at the University 
of Maastricht. He was trained as an 
engineer in applied physics (Technical 
University of Delft), studied philosophy 
(University of Groningen), and holds a 
PhD in the sociology and history of 
technology (University of Twente). 
Bijker is Director of Studies of the 
research master MPhil-degree 
programme Cultures of Arts, Science, 
and Technology (CAST). 
Bijker was President of the Society for 
Social Studies of Science (4S), and was 
director and chairman of the board of 
the Netherlands Research School on 
Science, Technology and Modern 
Culture (WTMC) and member of the 
Executive Council of the Society for the 
History of Technology (SHOT). He is 
founding co-editor of the monograph series "Inside Technology" of MIT Press and the 
book series "Science and Democracy in South Asia" of Orient Blackswan. Bijker 
helped to create, and was the first  scientific  coordinator  of,  the  European  master’s  
degree program on Society, Science and Technology (ESST), carried out by some 18 
universities in 10 European countries. Bijker’s  research  focuses  on  the  relation  
between technology, society, and science.  Since  the  1990’s  political  and  normative  
issues  have  been  central  in  Bijker’s  research.  These  are  being  studied  in  a  variety  of  
empirical domains: nanotechnologies, biotechnologies, ICT, gender and technology, 
public health policies, science & technology for developing nations, sustainable 
agriculture, public participation experiments, architecture and planning. His most 
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recent work relates to issues of vulnerability in a technological culture — including 
the fundamental need for some vulnerability in an innovating society. Bijker chaired 
various  Health  Council’s  committees  on  risks  and  benefits  of  nanotechnologies  and  
biotechnologies. Much of his current work straddles the global north and south. 
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How synthetic biology challenges traditional notions of practical rationality 

George Khushf  
University of South Carolina, United States 

In much of our ethical and political discourse, we assume that an emerging 
technology arises as a discrete, modular thing, and we seek to intervene in ways that 
assure there is a favorable ratio of beneficial over deleterious consequences (for risk 
based approaches) or we seek to block the development until mechanisms of 
oversight and data are available that can assure it is safe (for a precautionary 
approach).   In either case, we view technology much as a scientist might view some 
factor that is studied in controlled experiment.  We isolate it, and then consider how 
the world may unfold under different scenarios where we modulate the technology 
and consider the perturbation effects of our contemplated interventions.  In all of 
this,  there  is  a  presumed  “we”  who  has  “control”  and  can  thus  decide  whether  or  not  
some emerging development may move forward, and, if so, what conditions must 
govern its development and use.  By means of this control, we hope to assure that 
our  world  remains  stable  and  all  continues  to  flourish.    But  these  “experiments”  are  
all imaginary, and there is a widening gap between the imagined descriptions and 
the realities faced by agents in practice settings.  Careful reflection on emerging 
technologies makes clear that they do not arise as these discrete, modular things, 
and we do not have this presumed control.  Recognizing this, some see the lack of 
control as a problem with current technoscientific practices, and they think that our 
task is to make them governable, so that we regain control that we now lack.  But 
such an approach fails to appreciate both the depth of the challenge posed by 
emerging technology, and also the problematic character of the notions of practical 
rationality, control, and agency that inform our ethical and political discourse.  I 
consider how these problematic notions are intertwined with a vision of science and 
rational action that no longer reflects what we know about science, technology or 
action.  By considering some representative research in the area of synthetic biology, 
I consider how practical rationality integral to ethical discourse is intertwined with 
the evolving practices associated with science and technology. Appreciation of ways 
ethical discourse is intertwined with that of science does not imply that we should 
simply look to the science.  Such an asymmetric deference would be just as 
problematic, and, in fact, amounts to the same failure.  Instead, we must enter the 
emerging practices and discover within that nexus genuine synergies between the art 
(techne) integral to our science and that art integral to our ethical discourse.  In a 
tentative  way,  I  sketch  what  “responsible  practice”  might  mean  in  synthetic  biology,  
and show how this requires anticipation of a collaborative set of practices which 
jointly realize aspirations integral to both the science and the ethical discourses 
related to that science.  In the light of this brief sketch, we see that modularity and 
partial control may function as part of an ideal, but these at  best arise as the 
outcome of critical dialogue and would reflect a mature stage of technological 
development.   

About George Khushf 
George Khushf, Ph.D., is Director of the Center for Bioethics and a Professor in the 
Department of Philosophy, University of South Carolina.  He completed a B.S. (1983) 
in civil engineering at Texas A&M University, and an M.A. (1990) and Ph.D. (1993) in 
philosophy and religious studies at Rice University.  After a postdoctoral appointment 
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at Baylor College of Medicine, and work as 
Managing Editor of the Journal of Medicine and 
Philosophy (1993-95), he moved to his current 
position at USC.  As part of his work with the 
USC Center for Bioethics, Professor Khushf 
provides service to Palmetto Health, a large 
health care system, in areas related to ethics, 
quality, and safety.  He also conducts research 
on the philosophy and ethics of emerging 
science, technology, and medicine.  He has 
received several grants from the U.S. National 
Science Foundation (NSF) to study the 
challenges associated with ethics and 
governance of nanobiotechnology, synthetic 
biology, and genetics/omics areas.  He has 
served on the Boards of the EU NanoBioRAISE 
and Nanomedicine Roundtable initiatives, and 
consulted with several large NSF Centers on 
nanomedicine to help them develop ethics and 
policy initiatives related to their research.  His 
current activities include membership on a U.S. 
National Institutes of Health (NIH) working 

group addressing challenges associated with human subjects research in the area of 
nanomedicine, and work with the Scientific Advisory Committee of SynBERC, an NSF 
Engineering Resource Center on synthetic biology.   
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Modding the Technoscape: Video Games and Techno-Moral Change 

Colin Milburn  
UC Davis, United States 

In video game culture, practices of media appropriation—mods, hacks, exploits, 
mashups—often present themselves as ludic interruptions or subversions of existing 
technopolitical regimes: resisting power, questioning normative discourse, 
transforming social relations by reconfiguring technical relations. A number of recent 
video games produced in North America and Europe, such as Portal, BioShock, and 
Crysis, have made these tactical media practices into core elements of their own 
narratives, turning the politics of technical subversion into playable format.  By 
examining these games, as well as diverse player-generated modifications of their 
contents, this talk will suggest that video game culture fashions itself as an active 
site of techno-moral change, even while foregrounding the structural conditions that 
limit our capacity to reinvent the future. 

About Colin Milburn 
Colin Milburn is an Associate 
Professor of English and Science & 
Technology Studies at the University 
of California, Davis.  His research 
focuses on the cultural relations of 
science, literature, and media 
technologies.  He is the author of 
Nanovision: Engineering the 
Future (2008), and he is currently 
completing a new book called Mondo 
Nano: Fun and Games in the World 
of Digital Matter, which looks at the 
convergence of the molecular 
sciences with video game culture.  At 
UC Davis, he is affiliated with the 
Center for Science and Innovation 
Studies, the W. M. Keck Center for 
Active Visualization in the Earth 
Sciences, and the Program in Cinema 
and Technocultural Studies.  He also 
directs the Humanities Innovation 
Lab, an experimental offshoot of the 
UC Davis Digital Humanities Initiative.  
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What tomatoes may teach ethics: On qualifications and care 

Annemarie Mol 
University of Amsterdam, The Netherlands 

Rather than talking about how we should cast our judgements, or, alternatively, 
bringing out the social function of values (be it ordering, disciplining or normalising), 
as an empirical philosopher I tend take an ethnographic turn. This implies that I ask 
the question how qualifying, attributing a value, works in ordinary practices. Here, I 
will present you with a case that, in all its inconspicuous mundanity, is highly 
instructive. It is the case of good tomatoes. (The then MA student) Frank Heuts 
interviewed a series of tomato experts: growers, sellers, industrialists, cooks, 
consumers. These experts appeared to mobilise various registers to evaluate 
tomatoes: price, ease of handling, aesthetics, health, tradition. What made a tomato 
‘good’  in  one  of  these  registers,  might  lead  on  to  a  qualification  as  ‘bad’  in  another.  
The experts then tinkered, seeking to craft compromises. Overall, they were not just 
passive in relation to the quality of their tomatoes, but tried to foster it. Instead of 
passing judgements or seeking justifications, they engaged in care. Thus, not just 
the tomatoes were qualified as good and/or bad, but so, too, were the experts 
themselves. Who depended on the tomatoes for a living and/or lived on them. This 
case, while concerned with present day food, holds striking lessons for the ethics and 
politics of emerging technologies. 

About Annemarie Mol 
Annemarie Mol holds a PhD in philosophy and is professor of Anthropology of the 
Body at the Amsterdam Institute for Social Science Research. In her work she 
combines the ethnographic study of practices with the task of shifting our vested 
theoretical repertoires. Here monographs include The Body Multiple. Ontology in 

Medical Practice (Duke 
University Press, 2002); The 
Logic of Care (Routledge, 
2008); and she co-edited 
Complexities. Social Studies of 
Knowledge Practices (with 
John Law; Duke University 
Press 2002) and Care in 
Practice. Tinkering in Clinics, 
Homes and Farms (with 
Ingunn Moser & Jeannette 
Pols, Transcript 2010). 
Recently, Annemarie Mol was 
awarded the prestigious Dutch 
Spinoza Prize, the highest 
scientific honour in the 
Netherlands.  
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Social Media and the Health Encounter: a Changing Ethical Code? 

Samantha A. Adams 
Erasmus University Rotterdam, The Netherlands 

In January, 2012, the Eindhovens Dagblad (the daily newspaper for Eindhoven, the 
Netherlands, and surrounding areas) carried a human interest story about a heart 
patient who was being supported by a Twitter campaign in relation to a pending 
surgery. In the story, it was reported that one of the surgeons assisting in the 
operation would be tweeting about the progress of the surgery in situ, in order to 
keep family and friends of the patient (and other Twitter   ‘followers’)   up   to   date.  
(Burg,  2012)  A  letter  to  the  editor  demonstrated  at  least  one  reader’s  concern:  was  
this legally and morally acceptable action on the part of the health care professional 
– to disclose, to the public, information from the protected space of the medical 
encounter? Was this not a violation of patient privacy? Was it imposed on the 
patient?  And,  what  will  the  next  hospital  do  to  position  itself  as  “modern”?  (Smeets,  
2012) 
This is but one of several examples of a potential disruption to  the  “protected  space  
of  the  medical  encounter”  through  public  disclosure  of  health-related information on 
social media. Other examples include: medical students who post training pictures on 
their Facebook accounts as documented by Thompson et al (2011) and patients who 
post reviews of their care on recommender websites such as Patient Opinion in the 
UK and Zoekdokter (Find a Doctor) in the Netherlands. On these latter sites, 
physicians are unable to defend themselves publicly (i.e.: via the same interface) 
against potentially negative patient comments without breaching the ethical code of 
nondisclosure (Adams, in press).  
Taken together the three examples give cause to question the relationship between 
emergent interactive media and public understanding of ethical codes in relation to 
healthcare.  Do   these   examples  merely   reflect   a   certain   ‘lack   of   awareness’   of   how  
such ethical codes and new media relate to one another, or are they reflective of a 
(pending) change to existing ethical codes as a result of broader-reaching socio-
political and technological changes? In addition to the interesting issues raised in the 
letter to the editor mentioned above, this paper discusses other potential/perceived 
risks that may be involved with these new practices of information disclosure, and 
questions what governance structures will emerge in policy and professional circles 
to address these potential/perceived risks. 

References 
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Locating Development in Techno-Moral Change: the Question of Normativity 
and Situatedness 

Kars Aznavour  
Graduate Institute of International and Development Studies, Geneva, Switzerland 

Johannes Waldmüller, PhD Candidate 
Graduate Institute of International and Development Studies, Geneva, Switzerland 

Using different examples of information and communication technologies, this paper 
explores technomoral change by focusing on the conditions of morality and the 
properties of technology. Both affect perceptions of techno-moral agency. For the 
first aspect, we consider critical accounts of Western rationality and its underlying 
normative narratives. For the second, we assess the relevance of mediatheoretical 
approaches for questions of morality. As for the connecting aspect of change, we 
argue that the still dominant Western conception of development is based on a 
normative projection of a specific morality on change. By contrast, we consider 
development as the normative projection of any morality on change. This permits to 
question the dominant notion of development by focusing on the cultural, historical 
and technological situatedness of morality itself. From this perspective, techno-moral 
change can be understood as a relation between technology and development. 
A consequence of our understanding of development is a different view on the 
relation of moral developments and technological developments. A key question 
arises in the stages of conception, diffusion and application of technologies: To which 
extent does ethical decision-making require an active engagement with both, the 
specific moral values that gain normative ground as well as the properties of a 
specific technology to which they refer? To answer this question, we draw on 
discourses of moral development, development ethics and media theory. Our 
approach should outline a path to a potentially more inclusive conception of 
technology and development.
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From techno-conceptual to techno-moral change: 
Anticipating the evolving future  of  (dealing  with)  Alzheimer’s  Disease  

Marianne Boenink 
University of Twente 
As  Cuijpers  in  a  contribution  to  this  conference  shows,  the  meaning  of  ‘Alzheimer’s  
Disease’  has  continuously  changed  since  this  concept  emerged  more  than  100  years  
ago. Technology development played an important role in this evolution. 
Technological inventions created new ways of delineating and understanding 
Alzheimer’s  Disease,  but  also  contributed  to  new  practices  of  dealing  with  it.  These  
practical changes included changes in the values and norms underlying practices of 
dealing  with  Alzheimer’s  Disease.  Technology,  that  is,  has  been  an  important  
(although not the only) driver of techno-moral  change  in  the  context  of  Alzheimer’s  
Disease. 
In this paper, I will build on Cuijpers  (and  others’)  historical  work  to  anticipate  the  
techno-moral change that may be incurred by recent and ongoing developments in 
technology, in particular in diagnostics. The promise of emerging molecular tools 
(biomarkers)  for  diagnosing  Alzheimer’s  Disease may propel the continuous process 
of techno-moral change to a next stage.  To investigate whether and how such 
change is taking place already, I will analyze two recent attempts to develop novel 
conceptual and diagnostic categories to deal with Alzheimer’s  Disease:  (1)  the  new  
diagnostic  guidelines  for  Alzheimer’s  Disease  developed  by  the  National  institute  of  
aging  in  cooperation  with  the  Alzheimer’s  Association,  and  (2)  the  proposals  for  the  
Fifth Edition of the Diagnostics and Statistic Manual of Mental Disorders, a disease 
classification system (DSM-V, release expected in 2013). 
It is not too difficult to observe how these guidelines are shifting the meaning of the 
concept  of  Alzheimer’s  Disease,  or  to  infer  how  technological  change  has  brought  
about conceptual change. The crucial question to be addressed in this paper is 
whether (and if so, how) such techno-conceptual change can be used to anticipate 
future techno-moral change.
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Era of personalized oncology: (genetic) scientists views about patients and 
their impact on  cancer research and clinical practice   
 
Dr. S. Van der Burg 
Radboud University Nijmegen Medical Centre, The Netherlands 

Dr. E. Garcia 
Radboud University Nijmegen Medical Centre, The Netherlands 

 
Personalized medicine is one of the ideals (or priorities) of health care in the near 
future. But it is understood in many different ways. It can mean that patients are 
asked to participate in decision making about their own treatment ( shared decision 
making);it can refer to attempts to tailor treatment trajectories to the lives of 
patients; it can be understood in a discourse about empowerment in which ideals of 
citizenship take shape; and it is frequently coined in genomics to refer to attempts to 
tailor treatments to the genetic constitution of specific patients, or patient groups. In 
our lecture we would like to describe and analyze some of these understandings of 
what personalized medicine is. 
One of the research fields where personalized medicine has a central role is the 
knowledge of the molecular and genetic basis of cancer development and recurrence. 
This knowledge enables early diagnosis and the development of treatment that are 
specific for each patient rather than the "one size fits all" approach. As our 
understanding of cancer biology develops further, personalized treatments that 
match the unique genetic characteristics of each individual patient are expected to 
become available for many more cancer types. It is at the confluence of two new 
movements, one toward personalized medicine and the other toward the use of new 
molecularly targeted cancer therapeutics that exploit the tumor's genetic and 
molecular signature. Traditionally specific treatments are used for each cancer type. 
Efforts are directed to identify particular molecular and genetic markers involved in 
different types of cancer that can be used for molecular targeted drugs. These 
movements provide many challenges, but also the opportunity for making paradigm 
shifts in the way we think of and treat cancer.  
 On the basis of the above mentioned conceptual analysis, we fist explore the 
understandings of personalized medicine and patient centered treatment, as they 
figure in the research proposals as well as the daily evaluations of researchers who 
investigate the genetic basis of cancer (of patients with metastases). Following M. 
Akrich we assume that the development of (new) genetic technologies always 
embodies an understanding of the needs, expectations and preferences of (future) 
patients as well as of an assumption of the meaning of genetic knowledge for 
patients and (shared) clinical decision making. It is important to come to grips with 
these understandings because genetic research can impact clinical practice, by 
shaping the norms that regulate treatment decisions; by prescribing the roles and 
responsibilities of the different medical professionals and patients; and by reframing 
our conceptions of health, disease, (high/low) risk, diagnosis, therapy, (clinical) 
utility,  (adequate)  care  and  personal  responsibility  in  one’s  health.   
In order to anticipate the impact of genetic research on the moral norms and values 
of clinical practice and clinical decision making regarding cancer treatment and 
prevention, it becomes necessary to explore how (genetic) researchers imagine the 
patient  to  be:  what  do  they  think  about  patients’  needs  and  expectations,  what  are  
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their view about constitutes a benefit for the envisioned users of their research, what 
do they consider a valuable outcome and what do researchers expect the impact of 
their research results on clinical practice and decision making to be? In our paper we 
will present the results of a qualitative study through semi-structured interviews with 
genetic researchers from the Center of Personalized Cancer treatment (CPCT) 
working at the UMC in Utrecht. Goals of the research project were to identify DNA 
mutations in cancer patients with metastases that can be implicated in the spread of 
the tumour to other organs. These mutations can be used as target for drug 
treatment in patients in an early stadium of cancer in order to prevent metastases 
and consequently to provide a more effective treatment for genetically defined 
patient groups. Researchers imagine who the patients are and what their most 
important needs are, which translates into their research. We want to present the 
results of our investigation of these imaginations and how they shape the goals of 
research, as well as the criteria according to which the researchers judge its success.  
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What's wrong with Alzheimer?  
A reconstruction of techno-moral changes of an unsettling disease  

Yvonne Cuijpers 
University of Twente, The Netherlands 

Harro van Lente 
Utrecht University, The Netherlands 

Ellen Moors 
Utrecht University, The Netherlands 
 
Alzheimer’s  disease  is  a  disease  category  with a turbulent history. The development 
of the concept, knowledge of AD, and its meaning has been in a continuous state of 
flux due to intertwining scientific, technological, societal and moral changes.  
By analyzing secondary literature on the history of Alzheimer’s  disease  we  show  how  
AD has been shaped and reshaped by the (1) technological developments, such as 
the  microscope  and  staining  techniques  in  Alzheimer’s  time,  electron  microscopy  in  
the 70s, and genetics. (2) developing scientific knowledge on the probable causes of 
Alzheimer’s  disease  and  (3)  the  meaning  of  AD  in  terms  of  culture,  economy,  
demographic changes and ideas about identity and personhood.  
Scientific and technological developments changed the particular conceptualizations 
of AD throughout time, the way AD is being dealt with and what AD means for a 
person suffering from this condition and their environment. At the same time speed 
and direction of scientific and technological developments themselves are based on 
different sets of assumptions, values and resources concerning AD throughout 
history. We show technomoral change occurred in the case of the unsettling 
condition  called  Alzheimer’s  disease.   
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‘Feeding’  the  Gas  Tank:   
An Inquiry into the Normative Implications of Reconceptualizing Plants as 
Fuel Sources  

Marcia Davitt 
Virginia Tech, United States 
In this study, I argue that recasting plant organisms such as corn, grass, trees, etc. 
as   ‘energy   crops’   for   biofuels   has   long-term normative implications. The intent to 
utilize various plant  organisms  as  inputs  (“biofeedstocks”)  for  biofuels  has  given  rise  
to  the  sobriquet  ‘energy  crops’.  Contained  within  this  designation  are  a  host  of  new  
processes,   practices   and   norms   aimed   at   converting   plants   into   suitable   ‘energy  
inputs’.   The   media   have   popularized   the   notion   of   ‘energy   crops’,   while   biofuels  
researchers and policymakers allude to it as a matter of course when discussing the 
capacity of particular plant organisms to serve as energy inputs. How do we relate to 
plants as food sources, and how will this relationship begin to change as we begin to 
‘see’  some  plants  as  ‘energy  crops’  rather  than  as  food  sources? 
Carolyn Merchant and Friedrich Nietzsche argue, albeit in different ways, that the 
seeds of the normative are contained within our interpretations, descriptions, and 
representations. And Martin Heidegger claimed that when we look at and describe an 
organism   from   the  standpoint  of  our   instrumental  aims,   the  organism  “betrays”   its  
own being by revealing itself to us as an exploitable resource. Using these thinkers to 
frame my discussion, I argue that language and representation develop along with 
technological artifacts and processes, altering our relationship to our surrounding 
material reality. This altered relationship gets re-inscribed by norms and practices 
aimed at the very relationship that gives rise to them. The characterization of plants 
which have long served as sources of food for both humans and nonhumans as 
‘energy   crops’   can   be   likened   to   a   strategic   maneuver   in   that   the   new aims and 
purposes forming around the crops will create opportunities for a differing set of 
actors to appropriate and profit from the organism. Plants appropriated as energy 
crops will be reorganized and redirected to differing aims. Agricultural practices 
aimed at cultivating wild prairie grasses as energy crops will impact the organism in 
ways we cannot fully anticipate. 
Mounting pressure from global demand to increase yields may give rise to practices—
e.g., intensified agriculture, genetic modification—that ontologically transform the 
plant   organisms   into   a   ‘techno-organism’   that   is   increasingly  well-suited as a fuel-
processing input. Extracted from the interconnected web of life from which they 
derive their being,  these  transformed  organisms  will  be  ‘re-inserted’   into  a  differing  
set of relationships. New norms and practices taking shape and solidifying around 
‘energy   crops’,   will   influence   the   way   we   relate   to   these   crops,   the   meaning   we  
ascribe to them, and hence, the way we value them. This case develops a broader 
argument that language and representation evolve along with technological artifacts 
and processes, altering our relationship to our surrounding reality, and giving rise to 
new meanings, norms, and values. 
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Exploring the Material Scenarios of in Vitro Meat and the Character of the 
Imagination  

Clemens Driessen 
Utrecht University, The Netherlands 

This presentation will wrap up the workshop by reflecting on the collectively 
generated scenarios, using its questions as a lead. Particular attention will be given 
to  the  possible  impact  of  in  vitro  meat  on  the  meaning  and  appreciation  of   ‘normal’  
meat and existing animal farming practices. Are these merely irrational remnants of 
a traditional food culture in the light of the promise of tissue cultured morally pure 
proteins? Or do the in vitro meat cuisine and post-livestock landscape signify a loss 
of meaning, and if so what does that mean for contemporary issues in intensive 
farming? 
In a more general vein, the presentation will discuss, in an exploratory way, how 
doing philosophy with designers and artists provides an occasion for the collective 
cultivation of moral imaginations. Technological designs and their visualisations can 
be seen as material scenarios that encourage further thought and imaginative 
reflection, without a priori assuming and stabilizing the directions in which this 
should be done. What could be special or characteristic about such a way of doing 
ethics and politics? Some suggestions: 
This type of ethics is not about choosing between alternative actions; rather, it is 
organized around exploring moral commitments while tentatively envisioning the 
nature of a future good life. This form of imagining in vitro meat focuses not only on 
weighing consequences of courses of action, but also on meaningful experiences and 
the character of relations, for example  with animals and landscapes. Distinguishing 
between rational and emotional arguments in these processes are both irrelevant 
and impossible. Moreover, in framing issues and promoting particular self 
understandings of moral subjects, these material scenarios transcend the distinction 
between the material and the symbolic. 
This type of politics starts from acknowledging the deeply technological character of 
our society, in which new technologies are prime sites of public deliberation. In these 
deliberations technological designs may unsettle existing norms and meanings of 
central concepts; in the case of in vitro meat the distinction between living and non-
living, the meaning of naturalness, and  what  is  to  be  considered  ‘real  meat’  all  start  
to shift. Old distinctions may become obsolete, while new distinctions emerge.  
Seeing emerging technologies as material scenarios can function both to provide 
focus to political debate on complex issues, and to infuse techno-scientific research 
with creative philosophical thought about its potential implications. 
Finally, this presentation will briefly reflect on the experiences in the workshop with 
the   nature   of   the   ‘imagination’   as   it   emerges   from   interacting with technological 
designs. To what extent is this imagination something that is situated in and done by 
individuals?  Could   the  emergence  of   the   ‘imagination’   signal   a   return  of   the   acting  
and imagining human subject in STS, a significant departure from ANT orthodoxy in 
which human agents have no privileged ontological status in the workings of socio-
material  actor  networks?  And/Or  is  this  ‘techno-moral’  imagination,  especially  as  it  is  
sought in the arts, to be thought of as of a shared, collective and embedded socio-
material kind, not at the full command of imaginative individuals, but emerging from 
within the material cultures by which it is occasioned and directed? 
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Morality In|Morality Out Technologies, De-skilling, and the return of the 
Divine  

Mijke van der Drift 
Maastricht University, The Netherlands 

The denial of existence of autonomy has taken a large leap. Usually this is combined 
with a denial of morality proper. Latourian morality is an interesting subset since it 
denies autonomy, but keeps  morality  on  board.  In  his  seminal  1992  paper  ‘Where  
are  the  missing  masses’  this  claim  is  fleshed  out. 
Curious to see where we end up, I will explore the consequences for moral theory if 
we take this claim to its logical conclusion. Discarding both deontological theories 
and consequentialist theories for not fitting the new moral picture, I will look for new 
ways to look at the problem. 
Exploring once more the actor without intentionality, we will come to understand that 
through technologies of moral allocation we can end up in a more moral world.  
The price we have to pay for this is a short reversal of the history of philosophy. If 
this is worth it remains to be seen. However, the paper will end on a positive note, 
by pointing to the possibilities more traditional moral philosophy has to offer.
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Labyrinth of Change: Interrelationship between Fact, Concern, and Worth -  

Yuti Ariana Fatimah 
Eindhoven University of Technology, the Netherlands 

This paper proposes a change as an operative function rather as an essence. 
Following  Deleuze’s  description  of  function  in  Baroque,  it  becomes  traceable  via  
continuous deformation of folds unpack to infinity. To understand the processes, 
folds can be identified in two sides namely matters of fact (MoF) where calculation is 
visible and matter of concern (MoC) where calculation is invisible (Latour, 2005). The 
(in)visibility is determined by their relationship to others. For instance, as a book, 
Reassembling the Social is a MoF, but in order to be enacted to broader case studies, 
it turns to become a MoC. In this sense, taking a random starting point will do since 
it has no difference with any and thus, the issue is not an ontological one rather 
practical. With aim to conceptualize techno-moral change, I take Boltanski and 
Thévenot’s  orders  of  worth  and  emergence  of  a  new  technology  as  multiple  entries.  
This leaves me with two disconnected groups of MoF: market, industrial, civic, 
domestic, inspired, and opinion on one hand and interviews, numbers, archival 
records, and documents on the other hand. Each of them is countable to their own 
network, but become incalculable once it is being connected to another (see Fig. 1). 
Four stages of deformation are proposed to understand techno-moral change: 

(a) Question on how techno-moral change can be conceptualized stimulates 
intersection between two MoFs that are countable as a solid paper, a 
book, or results of a robust method. To become in line with the question, 
the MoFs have to be relational, cover ethical issue, and leave to trace. 
Those boundaries leave me with orders of worth and source of evidence 
from emerging technology. 

(b) Inter-action between two (or more) MoFs lead to the emergence of a new 
MoC.  At  this  stage,  the  ‘data’  are  being  appropriated  with  the  orders  of  
worth. However, as Latour already suggested, grouping with aim to purify 
a concept would only lead to another proliferation.   

(c) The proliferation presents in the form of duality where one tries to assess the 
action  via  idealization,  while  the  second  via  ‘data’.  In  the  case  of  emerging 
technology, the question is whether a work-net should be durable or 
symmetrical. The first might be achieved through repression or even 
violence. While practicing the latter disables clean technology to compete 
in the existing market.      

(d) The last stage is the conceptualization of techno-moral change where instead 
of contradicting the idea of durability and symmetry, I place both as a 
mean needs to be assessed. The orders of worth is placed as a frame to 
assess whether the superiority in crossing different worth was not being 
used to harm others and whether in maintaining durability of the new 
technology the actors are being reflexive to other interests. These 
assessments eclipse into a single case, to a certain time of research, and 
finally, to a scientific artifact placing it as another MoF.    

 
Dynamic between MoF, MoC, and worth shows the purification creates classification 
and grouping, but at the same time, stimulates mutation and breaking away. To 
accommodate both sides, techno-moral change should be seen as a labyrinth where 
it places the duality as mutually constitutive. The difference between MoF and MoC 
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does not lie on their essence, but on the cut due to deadline, the limits of knowing, 
or our interest. In this sense, the visibility of techno-moral change is determined on 
the relationship between techno, moral and the hyphen, on their heterogeneity, and 
the awareness of assessment as part of the social. 
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Moral Change induced by Technology as a pedagogical Question  

Albrecht Fritzsche 
University of Stuttgart, Germany 

Concerns about moral change induced by technology actually have a very long 
tradition, dating back to ancient myths like for example the story of Prometheus. The 
most obvious expression of such concerns can probably be found the debates about 
mass media during the twentieth century that accused practically all inventions in 
the field of information and communication technologies to spoil mental health and 
make people unable to participate in a society. 
Psychological research has produced certain evidence for the fact that the availability 
of technology can change both spontaneous and habitual behavior, particularly when 
it comes to violence and brutality. The experiments that supplied this evidence, 
however, did not remain unquestioned. In addition, most of them were conducted on 
children, because their low age, experience and education made them arguably most 
susceptible to bad influences. As a consequence, the debate about moral change 
induced by technology usually took place as a pedagogical debate. There is good 
reason to believe that this has not changed today. 
In fact, one can argue that all debates about the consequences of technical progress 
are inherently pedagogical, even if they do not focus on the individual but on groups. 
Whether they express an ontogenetic or a phylogenetic perspective, they always talk 
about human change induced by outside force. If so, all ideas about moral change 
induced by technology can also be interpreted pedagogically. One of the main 
benefits of such an interpretation is that the duplicity of the human in the motif of 
the child and the motif of the adult can provide a new understanding of the 
ambiguity by which technology is both welcomed and condemned. 
The humane can be approached as child and adult on two levels: as the one treated 
by technology and the one who treats by inventing or supporting technology. 
Depending on the approach, the conclusions drawn in the debate can be quite 
different, because criteria like responsibility, freedom, nature and culture have 
different weights. Moral change through technology, however, only seems to make 
sense where the human appears in the motif of the child. In that sense, bringing 
light into the discussion requires a clarification of the pedagogical paradigm behind 
it. 
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Learning about Bodies: Intersections of Technology, Morality and Pedagogy  

Dawn Goodwin 
Lancaster University, United Kingdom 

Laura Machin  
University of York, United Kingdom 

Adam Taylor  

Medical education in the UK has undergone significant curricular revision over the 
last 15-20   years,   with   medical   schools   moving   towards   ‘integrated’   academic   and  
clinical learning, adopting problem based learning, enhancing the social, 
psychological and communicative aspects of clinical education and practice, and most 
significantly for this paper, debating the place, style and quantity of anatomy 
teaching in the curriculum. The rationale undergirding these changes has been, in 
acknowledgement   of   an   ‘overloaded’   curriculum,   to   reduce   the   emphasis   on  
collecting scientific knowledge, and instead to marry academic learning more closely 
to the clinical encounter. 
Consequently, these changes have prompted claims that medical education is 
undergoing  a  form  of   ‘rehumanising’.     Sharply  exemplifying  the   issues  at  stake  are 
debates about how anatomy should be taught. Developments in learning 
technologies, such as anatomical animation and visualisation software, coupled with 
a shift in clinical practice towards escalating use of, and a proliferation in forms of, 
visual images for diagnosis has prompted an increasingly multifaceted approach to 
anatomy teaching.  Moreover, societal attitudes that are more readily prepared to 
challenge   the   medical   profession’s   norms   towards   ownership   and   appropriation   of  
bodies and body parts, have engendered a situation where dissection is no longer 
seen as an essential route to understanding clinical anatomy.  Finally, the availability 
of cadavers for medical education has diminished significantly over the last 20 years, 
forcing even the most ardent supporters of dissection to adopt an approach in which 
students share a cadaver for dissection. However, there are now a small number of 
medical schools in the UK that do not employ dissection at all – a situation previously 
unimaginable.  
In this paper   we   explore   this   claim   of   the   ‘rehumanising’   of   medical   education.    
Debates  around  anatomy  teaching  are  replete  with  terms  such  as   ‘dignity’,   ‘respect  
for   bodily   integrity’,   ‘emotional   detachment’,   all   in   the   name   of   a   developing  
professional identity.  We question what is meant by these terms in the context of 
anatomy teaching in medical education and how the different pedagogical 
approaches shape these meanings, and we examine the role has technology played 
in this reshaping.  What exactly has been reshaped and how?  We analyse focus 
group  data  from  a  pilot  study  that  aimed  to  explore  medical  students’  experiences  of  
learning anatomy in the absence of dissection. We ask why students chose a medical 
school that did not employ dissection as a pedagogical approach, how they 
experienced post-mortems, the relationship these two pedagogical approaches have 
to a developing professional identity, and how the absence of dissection affects their 
preparation for the corporeal aspects of medical practice.  
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The Taste of Moral Change 

Dirk Haen 
Maastricht University, The Netherlands 

How to conceptualize moral change? In what terms should we think and talk about 
the future of our moral beliefs? Twentieth century philosophers have offered 
appealing metaphors for knowledge: powerful images of nature that remind us of 
how think about truth. These images can be helpful in conceptualizing the character 
and dynamics of morality as well. However, modern technological societies may be in 
need of new metaphors: images that account for "nature" but now also conceptualize 
the artifacts and technologies that enable or allow for moral change. Food is a 
promising domain of experience where nature and technology come together. In 
conclusion, I suggest that we start thinking about moral change in terms of cooking. 
The metaphor of food preparation may be a fruitful image for exploring and 
envisioning techno-moral change.
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The  “Little  Alex”  Problem.  
Moral Enhancement and Free Will. 

Michael Hauskeller 
University of Exeter, United Kingdom 

Burgess’  novel  A Clockwork Orange tells the story of a 15-year old thug called Alex in 
some unnamed city of an undefined future who spends his nights roaming the streets 
and terrorizing people. Eventually he is put into prison, where, after some time, he is 
being offered to undergo a novel treatment called Ludovico’s   Technique, which is 
designed to turn sociopaths like Alex into good, well-behaved citizens. Alex agrees, 
and he is cured of his anti-social behaviour. At the heart of the novel is the question 
whether  “such  a  technique  can  really  make  a  man  good”  and  whether  “a  man  who  
chooses the bad (is) perhaps in some way better than a man who has the good 
imposed  upon  him”  (81).  This  is  what  I  call   the  “Little  Alex”  problem.  The  question  
poses a problem because it invites us to share a certain moral intuition (namely that 
it is in some unspecified way bad or wrong or inhuman to force people into 
goodness) and thus to accept the ensuing paradox that, under certain conditions, the 
bad is better than the good. How is this possible? How can a world in which there is 
no moral evil because people are incapable of hurting each other or doing other 
things that we consider morally wrong be worse than a world in which people are not 
only free to do evil, but where they actually do it?  
This is not merely a theoretical question. The Ludovico Technique may be fiction, but 
the idea that it might be possible to morally enhance people (and humanity as a 
whole) by manipulating their genome or the biochemistry of their brains is being 
seriously discussed today after the topic was brought up by Tom Douglas (2008) and 
Ingmar Persson and Julian Savulescu (2008) a few years ago. What is interesting 
about the discussion is the general assumption that our moral constitution will have 
improved  if  we  have  successfully  changed  people’s  behaviour in such a way that they 
no longer do what we think they ought not to be doing. But can it ever be desirable 
to render people incapable of doing wrong, as Persson and Savulescu (2011) 
explicitly hold? This is what I will attempt to answer in my talk. 
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Redistributing homes and hospitals as spaces for healing:  
The production of changing moral care horizons? 

Lotte Huniche 
University of Southern Denmark, Denmark 

Finn Olesen 
Aarhus University, Denmark 

We would like to suggest an empirical field and a philosophical angle for studying 
techno-moral  change  in  the  making.  The  current  trend  in  health  care  termed  “the  4.  
sector”  or  ”home-spitalisation”  makes  a  nice  empirical  case  for  studying  its  emerging  
moral implications. We do not aim at discussing the home or the hospital as ideal 
places for ill people but rather we wish to explore moral implications of various 
consequences tied in with the trend towards moving health matters out of dedicated 
and specialized health contexts. Health technologies, not least telemedical devices, 
play an important role in the accomplishment of making patients mobile, and current 
trends in mobility towards the home begs for a discussion of how moral implications 
are constituted around technologies. Our concerns regarding techno-morality are 
informed by current postphenomenological concepts aiming to understand and 
describe new socio-technical configurations and spaces, where morality is constituted 
in the interactions between humans and technical artefacts. Empirically, we draw on 
intervention studies of COPD patients involving telehomecare devices. This stance 
opens up an analytical and empirical field, allowing the analysis of shifting 
responsibilities in relations between professionals, patients, relatives and informal 
carers. As patients and relatives take on technologies, perform self-monitoring, -
recording and -treatment, a different moral space and a complex moral horizon of 
patienthood and professionalism is being instigated. This, in turn, points to issues 
regarding shifting practical constraints and possibilities of patienthood and shifting 
certain/uncertainties tied in with becoming an increasingly mobile patient. 
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Redistributing homes and hospitals as spaces for healing:  
The production of changing moral care horizons? 

Deborah Johnson 
University of Virginia, United States 

An important trend in recent scholarship on ethics and technology is recognition of 
the possibility to intentionally shape technological design and development with 
ethical concerns in mind.  In the traditional, technologically deterministic paradigm, 
technologies arrive at the doorstep of society already intact, and can only be 
accepted or rejected.  In other words, in the old paradigm, ethics can only be 
reactive. Current thinking acknowledges both that ethical concepts and principles are 
sometimes behind the scenes shaping technological development, and that these 
issues might be addressed more effectively with intentional consideration in the 
earliest stages of technological development, long before the developed technology is 
in use.  The latter endeavor might be labeled anticipatory ethics.  

In the U.S., perhaps the most visible, intentional, and well-funded attempt at 
anticipatory ethics is, the 21st Century Nanotechnology Research and Development 
Act (Public Law 108-193 passed in 2003). The Act specifies that the National 
Nanotechnology  Infrastructure  (NNI)  include  activities  that  ensure  that  “ethical,  
legal, environmental, and other appropriate societal  concerns…  are  considered  during  
the  development  of  nanotechnology.”   
Anticipatory ethics is a daunting challenge because ethical notions and developing 
technologies  are  both  moving  targets.    Developing  technologies  are  still  ‘in  the  
making,’  they  aren’t  yet  a  fixed  ‘something’  that  can  be  studied  in  use.    Ethical  
concepts are also fluid.  Although some fundamental ethical principles and concepts 
persist, their meaning often has variable interpretations and their application to new 
situations is often contested; moral notions sometimes change with little notice.  
Though a daunting challenge, anticipatory ethics is an opportunity for ethical 
perspectives to influence technological development.   
Ethicists have recently begun to take up the normative challenge. This can be seen in 
particular in the increasing interest in design (Vermaas, et. al., 2008; Verbeek, 2006, 
2008, 2009).  The focus of this work is not only on the early stages of technological 
development, but also on the values embedded or expressed in the design of extant 
technologies. See, for example, Flanagan, et. al. (2008); van den Hoven (2005); and 
Thompson (2008).  A major thrust of this work is to take what is understood about 
values in design back to the design process.  A good example of this is Howe and 
Nissenbaum’s  TrackMeNot,  a  Firefox  browser  extension  designed  to  protect  web-
searches against identification, surveillance, and profiling (2009).   
However, given the fluidity of technologies in the making and of moral concepts and 
principles, how exactly can anticipatory ethics be done?  The challenge is to 
understand the ways in which moral norms and ideas and technology are co-
constituted, and to use that understanding to identify effective ways to bring moral 
thinking into engagement with technological design and development. This, it would 
seem, will always involve discourse as well as design, and in this paper I will focus 
on discourse and develop the idea of self-reflexive discourse as a mode of 
intervention.  
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Securing privacy.  
Activity monitoring in homecare. 

Ike Kamphof 
Maastricht University, The Netherlands 

Homecare organizations in the Netherlands and Belgium currently experiment with 
behavior monitoring technologies in order to detect emerging health and safety 
problems with elderly clients living at home alone. It is expected that these 
technologies will support the well being and independence of frail elderly people. 
Activity monitoring does, however, also come with intrusion of the privacy of very 
vulnerable people.  
Privacy is an important value in our society. Concerns around privacy are often 
formulated  as  a  “right  to  privacy”,  and  conceived  in  either  of  two  ways:  as  a  matter  
of territory or right to private space, or as a matter of representation or right to 
control access to the  data  on  one’s  own  person.  These  formulations  are  of  limited  use  
for care relationships. Care giving presupposes that needs are detected, even when a 
person in need of care does not consciously or purposely displays these needs. Yet, 
concerns for client’s  privacy  are  not  absent  in  daily  practices  of  care  giving.  Activity  
monitoring forces participants in care giving and receiving to (re)articulate and 
(re)negotiate what privacy means in care relationships.  
On the basis of field research into the development and the daily use of activity 
monitoring in homecare in the Netherlands and in Belgium, this presentation will 
analyze how privacy is (re)articulated and renegotiated in practice. One important 
difference that surfaces is the difference between being watched and feeling 
watched.  Feeling  watched  does  not  mean  invasion  of  a  client’s  territory,  but  of  his  or  
her psychic space. Developers and caregivers try to find ways of not having their 
clients feel watched unnecessarily. This (re)articulation of the value of privacy may 
have significance beyond healthcare in our current society where the possibilities for 
surveillance have greatly increased. 
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How to Narrate Techno-Moral Change 

David M. Kaplan 
University of North Texas, United States  

The premise of the theory of techno-moral change is that technologies and ethical 
action affect one another.  The presence of man-made things colors, shapes, and 
textures the situations we find ourselves in; in turn, ethical action colors, shapes, 
and textures the way we make and use man-made things.  The idea that ethics 
changes with technology is, however, not without controversy.  Some aspects of 
human life have clearly changed over time and in relation to technological 
development (e.g., habits, practices, and etiquette), while other less clearly so (e.g., 
human and civil rights.)  This paper will, however, assume the validity of the theory 
of techno-moral change and examine how narrative approaches can help to clarify 
the various ways in which the fate of humans and man-made things are bound 
together. 
The premise of narrative theory is that anything that takes place in time can be 
recounted in the form of a story.  Narratives are said to capture the temporal and 
historical character of human experience better than any other epistemic or 
normative theory.  A narrative creates the most comprehensive interpretation 
possible – about anything – by synthesizing diverse plot elements into a meaningful 
story.  Non-fictional stories relate actions, events, lives, and history as things 
actually happened.  Fictional stories relate things as if they happened, or as they 
could possible happen.  If it takes place in time, it is narratable. 
So what does this have to do with technology and moral change?  If the premise of 
narrative theory is true then we must also be able to narrate everything that can be 
known about man-made things: what something is, how we experience it, how it 
relates to history, what its aesthetic properties are, how it relates to moral change, 
and so on.  
A profitable philosophical research project might be to analyze how different 
narratives affect our interpretations surrounding man-made things and influence our 
actions.  Different narratives and narrative devices -- plots, tropes, figures, and 
themes – have the potential to shape our conceptual understanding and influence 
how we think and act.  Getting the story right—or disabusing us of misleading 
stories—is important if we wish to have a better understanding of the interplay of 
humans and things.    
This paper will address the question of how we should best narrate techno-moral 
change.  It will make four arguments:  1) the most comprehensive framework for 
making sense of techno-moral change is a narrative; 2) we already think and act in 
terms of implicit narratives of techno-moral change, and we can criticize and choose 
among better and worse, more and less helpful, conventional and critical stories; 3) 
narratives are always partial, incomplete, and contestable yet aspire to be true (or at 
least plausible); 4) stories do not exhaust our knowledge: we can make sense of 
techno-change without them.  This paper examines the conditions of, examples of, 
and limits of narratives of techno-moral change. 
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A Moral Bubble.  
The Influence of Online Personalization on Moral Change. 

Esther Keymolen 
Erasmus University Rotterdam, The Netherlands 

In this paper, I will analyse how online personalization techniques increasingly 
determine the way users receive information online, and how this shapes their ability 
to reflect on their –moral- actions. I will end with some recommendations on how to 
design a personalized interface that enables moral repositioning.   
Online personalization techniques make it possible for companies to adapt their 
interface to the profile of an individual user. Large databases filled with personal data 
ensure this personalised-information retrieval. Algorithms go through these 
databases, looking for correlations and patterns. Based on past behaviour of online 
users, they come up with a prediction about future preferences.  
Obviously, online personalization has many advantages. For instance, it can deliver 
information a user on its own would not come up with. This information in turn can 
enable empowerment and strengthen personal development. Moreover, receiving 
information already focussed on core interests is more efficient than executing 
random searches.  
However, these personalization techniques can also negatively affect users. Eli 
Pariser  coins  the  term  Filter  Bubble  to  refer  to  this  “unique  universe  of  information 
for  each  of  us”  (Pariser  2011:  9).  This  bubble  does  not  only  reflect  someone’s  
identity, but also pre-sorts the choices one has, and at the same time moulds future 
actions.  
Taking  Pariser’s  thesis  one  step  further,  I  will  argue  that  this  filter  bubble leads to a 
moral bubble. First, by feeding users a string of information that confirms their initial 
beliefs and inclinations, there is the risk of losing sight of a multi-layered reality. 
Without being confronted with other beliefs, it becomes more difficult to comprehend 
the motives of other persons. Second, there is a problem of opaqueness. Because 
users do not know the grounds on which the data is filtered, it becomes impossible to 
reflect upon the presented information. As a consequence, there is barely any room 
for moral repositioning.  
Online personalization can hamper normative reflection. The moral change activated 
by this upcoming technique can therefore be characterized as establishing moral 
stagnation.   
By way of conclusion, I will explore means to avoid this stagnation. A suggestion 
could be to replenish the interface with programmed serendipity – portions of 
information not based on personal preferences – and to allow users access to their 
profiles and settings.  
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This is or is not Food.  
Framing Malnutrition, Obesity and healthy Eating  

Michiel Korthals 
Wageningen University, The Netherlands 

A lot of ethical research on innovation in food and agriculture focuses on distribution, 
responsibilities, access and impacts that harm others. However not much reflective 
analysis is done with respect to ontological assumptions of food and food production 
schemes. They are not only ideas, but ways people act upon an event that is seen as 
food, built networks of food, solve problems and connect food with other events; 
they  are world disclosing views. Cases of framing malnutrition, obesity and healthy 
eating are discussed. Strategies of supplementation and biofortification frame 
malnutrition as a health problem, and propose health strategies with drugs or crops 
with added on drugs or vitamins. Their solutions underestimate the agricultural 
complexity of malnutrition and deliver only temporary relief. Framing the problem as 
a agricultural problem would imply taking into account the reduction of 
micronutrients during the post-harvest phase. Secondly, ethics of obesity assumes 
the definition of obesity as the unbalance between energy input (food) and energy 
output. This seemingly neutral definition is framed because many put emphasis on 
the first term, the input, and require people to eat sober and in particular to restrain 
oneself in the things one likes to eat. One should measure the things one is eating, 
weigh oneself every day and eat alone, not to be distracted by social gatherings. 
However, framing food as a pleasurable and social event, direct solutions of obesity 
to eating only the food one likes together with others. Finally, nutrigenomical healthy 
eating  assumes   that  one  shouldn’t  put   trust   in  one’s  own  body,  but   in  biomarkers.  
Their quantitative outcomes are presented as moralizing directions what to eat. 
Healthy eating differently framed as a strategy of learning to  trust  one’s  body,  and  to  
understand the signals that it gives together with the collective responsibilities for a 
meal, is outframed by this assumption. 
These cases will serve as a basis for generalizations on the functions of ontological, 
world disclosing assumptions of innovations and their ethical analysis. Food is the 
famous elephant in the room and has all characteristics of a multi-complex wicked 
problem with multi-meaning frames. Frame analysis should therefore in explicating 
frames strive for a transparent cooperative deliberation between them.
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Nano at Large: theatrical Debate as a Tool for reflexive Public Engagement 
in Nanotechnology 

Frank Kupper 
Athena Institute, VU University Amsterdam, The Netherlands 

The developments in nanotechnology hold a great promise for a variety of fields of 
application. At the same time, potentially high impacts gives rise to numerous 
concerns with regard to risks, uncertainties and wider moral issues. A democratic 
dialogue is needed about the values and ideals that drive us to perceive and shape 
the future of nanotechnology. 
In 2010, the Dutch government decided to stimulate such a societal dialogue. An 
independent committee was founded to establish a platform for the open exchange 
of thoughts and ideas about nanotechnology. Individuals and organisations were 
invited to propose activities. One of these projects was the theatrical debate project 
Nano at largeђ. The project used an interactive theatre format to integrate 
imagination, opinion forming and discussion. Semi-improvised scenes showed 
possible futures of nanotechnology. A discussion leader took the audience to explore 
the dilemmas they experienced witnessing the scenes, focusing on underlying values 
and ideals. New scenes would show what these could mean in practice. The Nano at 
large project reached almost 900 individuals in 20 debates for two different groups: 
generally interested citizens and young adolescents. The project was evaluated by 
VU University Amsterdam.  
The debates were characterized by a huge variety of views. Conflicts of value not 
only appeared to occur between participants, but also within participants. Many 
participants simultaneously appreciated values that pushed them in different 
directions. Responsible innovation was considered important. Incorporating moral 
values like proportionality, privacy and autonomy into the design of applications 
could preserve these values. Furthermore, the government should support citizens 
with law and regulation to enable them to preserve their values. Finally, medical 
purposes gained much more support than purposes of human enhancement. The 
participants generally appreciated the open and playful character of the theatrical 
debate method. They valued the way different possibilities and dilemmas became 
visible and open for discussion. By making the possible consequences of 
nanotechnology visible without judgment, the theatrical debate created the space for 
participants to develop their own opinion and discuss it freely. 
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The ‘techn-ethicalization’ of bioinformational Privacy and Autonomy in 
Biobanking  

Georg Lauss 
University Vienna, Austria 

This paper investigates bioinformational privacy and autonomy as ‘programmatics  of  
governing’  that  structure  the  ways  in  which  biobanking  becomes  an  ethical  practice.  
The analysis follows the events in which these programmatics materialized and 
transformed themselves through mutually permeating operations of knowledge 
practices and technical devices. 
Biobanking - the practice of systematically collecting, storing and distributing human 
biological materials and associated information, for research purposes - has been 
institutionalized and at the same time debated in multiple forms and forums during 
the last 15 years. Although the dominant policy rhetoric presented biobanks in 
themselves   as   ‘crucial   (science)   infrastructures’   and   ‘(global)   public   goods’,   their  
expansion and their networked extensions have been accompanied by a couple of 
bioethical problematisations. Among those, the issues of (genomic) privacy together 
with  its  ‘bioethical  twin-debate’  on  different  consent  procedures  to  safeguard  donors’  
autonomy happened to occupy the core of a still ongoing debate.  
This paper is neither another attempt to contribute to this debate, nor does it claim 
to solve its pending problems. Instead it approaches the area of concern from a 
governmentality perspective, which supposes that attempts to make something 
governable implicate processes of knowledge production (including particular 
methods and technical devices) that render the problem or thing under consideration 
tangible. It is therefore this latter process that actually manifests problems in 
concrete   forms   or   as   an   ‘object’ of governance. The question to be answered is 
therefore: What types of knowledge, which methods and which technical devices are 
used in order to turn privacy and autonomy into objects of ethical biobank 
governance?  
The paper discusses the ways in which the practical exchanges of biological research 
materials have been entangled in ethico-legal , and social scientific arguments. It 
examines  the  framework  of  the  so  called  ‘communitarian  turn  in  bioethics’  and  shows  
how its discourse - which incorporated promissory scientific narratives and built on 
the assumption that ethics was predestined to respond to scientific development -
became hegemonic. It then shows how this hegemony started to erode for several 
reasons, including the publication of a Eurobarometer survey and other research on 
citizens’   attitudes   that   demonstrated   the   ongoing   significance   of   privacy   narratives  
and  showed  that   the   idea  of  giving  broad  consent  wasn’t  warmly  welcomed  among  
most European constituencies. Leading protagonists of the biobank community, who 
had argued that broad consent was a condition sine qua non for biobank operation, 
reconsidered   possible   (technical)   answers   to   ‘societal   demands’,   which   would   not  
hamper the progress of their research. These reconsiderations resulted in recent 
proposals in which certain conceptions of privacy and autonomy materialized not only 
in technology based data protection methods like k-anonymity and l-diversity, but 
also in ICT based concepts that offer donor choice, like disclosure filters or dynamic 
consent models and last but not least in technology based formats that are designed 
to facilitate scientific cooperation without conflicting with societal and regulatory 
privacy demands, like DataSHIELD.  
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The paper concludes by asking in how far these ‘techn-ethicalizations’  (re-)construct 
the problems that they are supposed to answer, a) with regard to the ways in which 
they offer specific subject positions and b) concerning potentially enshrined visions of 
the bioinformed polity. 
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Affordable needs and rights: anticipating techno-moral change 

Harro van Lente 
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Typically, when an innovation is successful, the argument is that there must have 
been a need  for  this,  albeit  ‘latent’.  Yet,  empirical studies show that when 
technologies are promised, developed and used, many things change in the same 
movement, including needs and, eventually, rights, when new needs have become 
self-evident. The malleability of needs and rights raises the intriguing question how 
novelty and needs are co-produced and whether such changes can be anticipated. 
When needs are not pre-given, but dependent upon socio-technical configurations, 
and, in fact, both cause and effect of technological change, a range of philosophical, 
sociological and anticipatory questions come to the fore.  
In this paper I will address the central question by following three steps. First, the 
various uses  of  the  concept  of  ‘need’  in  technical  change  are  studied  and  categorized.  
Here I explore various strands of innovation literature as well as technological and 
cultural criticism. A recurrent theme is whether and how what is conceived of as 
needs depends on the historical period and the locality. Central here is the 
institutional definition of needs by experts or markets. I conclude with a definition of 
needs which centers around a sense of loss: needs can be defined as items that 
incite efforts of repair in case the item is lacking. This sense of loss may be 
institutionalized by granting the item the  status  of  ‘right’,  as  when access to Internet 
is proclaimed as human right.  
In the second step of the paper, three case studies of the co-evolution of needs and 
novelty are compared and contrasted: water supply around 1800, the Kodak 
compact camera around 1900, Internet around 2000. This allows a partial 
reconstruction of a co-evolutionary process of technical, social and moral change and 
provides new suggestions how to anticipate emerging needs in society. 
The third step of the paper is to argue how anticipation of techno-moral change 
introduces the question when needs and rights can be said to be affordable. 
Anticipation on new technologies cannot assume needs and rights to be pre-given. 
Hence, claims of users and citizens about their needs and rights of new technologies, 
thus, are not self-evident and a false (but popular) yardstick for various forms of 
Technology Assessment. The paper, therefore, ends with a design of alternative 
practices of reflection and anticipation, inspired by the research tradition of the 
‘learning  organization’.  The  basic  idea  is  that  participants take account of their taken-
for-granted partial truth and seek more productive forms of sensemaking. 
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Meanings of Work: Understanding AI-enabled Scientific Work 

Yuwei Lin 
University of Salford, United Kingdom 

AI has been widely implemented in our everyday life through pervasive, networked, 
ubiquitous computing (Vardi 2012). In academia, the recent development of cyber-
infrastructure, e-Infrastructure, e-Science and e-Social Science, e-Humanity, digital 
humanity, e-Research trend has demonstrated a key role that AI can play for 
automating, aggregating, processing, presenting and visualising the information in 
linked databases. The ongoing development and implementation of these 
technologies for the purposes of scholarly research work have stirred a long-standing 
and discussion around a Fordist industrialisation and reduction or replacement of 
human research labour: not only is there a concern over whether human 
researchers' roles and responsibilities in the research processes will be replaced or 
reduced by AI agents, but also whether a designated infrastructural system 
(including linked databases, hardware, a set of AI software) can do a better, more 
accurate job than its human rival.  
Instead of accepting this binary / dichotomous moral/immoral perspective on AI, this 
paper adopts a contextualised and situated perspective to examine how well the 
development and implementation of technologies is accepted, understood, 
negotiated, rejected in different disciplines and domains. This discipline-based, 
domain-dependent, nation/culture-specific view is mentioned by Kling and McKim 
(2000) when  they  looked  at  the  “field  differences”  and  the  shaping  of  electronic  
media in supporting scientific communication. While some AI technologies (data 
mining, text mining, machine-learning, statistical modelling, pattern matching) are 
more accepted and helpful in some domains (e.g., bio-medical areas), others 
(particularly those dealing with fuzzy semantic information such as arts and 
humanities) find it more difficult to adopt and accept these standardised computer-
driven methods. This could be because it is difficult to achieve what Obrst et al. 
(2007)  terms  “semantic  interoperability”  and  what  Floridi  (2010)  terms “theories  of  
truth”).  Taking  up  this  contextualised  view  is  also  to  acknowledge  what  Latour  
(2002) remarks “Technologies  belong  to  the  human  world  in  a  modality  other  than  
that of instrumentality, efficiency or materiality. Technologies and moralities happen 
to  be  indissolubly  mingled  because  …  the  question  of  the relation of ends and means 
is  profoundly  problematized.”  (p.  248). Based on in-depth analysis of published 
journal papers and empirical data collected from the development of e-Social Science 
in the UK, this paper looks into the mutual shaping between AI technologies and 
scholarly practices in the evolution of e-Science and scholarly knowledge production. 
The employment of a mutual shaping perspective reflects an inevitably irreversible 
technological trajectories (McKenzie and Wajcman, 1985) influenced by various 
different factors including institutional and policy-related ones. The development of 
AI in society and in academia is not apolitical. Instead, the development process 
(including the construction and selection of databases, the training of 
robots/algorithms etc.) is highly social and political (power relationships between 
disciplines). The accountabilities of the systems or the services all depend very much 
on whether technologists would be able to take on responsibilities of communicating 
with domain experts, engaging them in the development process without blackboxing 
technologies. This study would allow us to get a fuller picture instead of getting into 
the endlessly rhetoric debate.  
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This  paper  will  contribute  to  the  theme  “Researching  techno-moral  change”  by 
examining the practices and negotiation of meanings (of technologies, of domain 
experts' professional work, of technologists' development work) between users and 
developers in the process of the development and implementation of AI in e-Science 
(including e-Social Science). 
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Consent as a techno-moral Arrangement for the Promotion of Autonomy in 
Telecare Settings. 

Daniel López Gómez 
Vrije Universiteit Brussels 

Eugenio Mantovani 
Vrije Universiteit Brussels 

Paul de Hert  
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In a context of demographic ageing, healthcare spending cuts and increasing need of 
long-term care, ehealth and telecare must be considered moral rather than 
technological solutions.  
These technologies hold the promise to enable the older user to get the needed care 
at home, to strengthen the capacity to take control over his or her life, to decide how 
much care he or she wants. It is not surprising that ehealth and telecare are seen as 
political achievements: introduced as a way to speed up the dismantlement of the 
old-fashioned and expensive healthcare institutions, they prime and promote 
something that has been traditionally disregarded, the autonomy of the aged people.  
The moral implications of these technologies has become so important in the last 
years that the understanding of autonomy of the user has shifted too: from being a 
matter of legal concern (for the potential assaults on privacy and self determination), 
to a value that must be inscribed in the technological design (ethics by design). 
However, it seems that the more attention we pay to how technology shapes and is 
shaped by moral values, the more (moral) procedures such as consent are detached 
from technology or simply disregarded despite being crucial to make technology 
morally acceptable. This paper focuses specifically on the practice of giving consent 
to show how the moral value of autonomy may change depending on the way the 
giving consent procedure is intermingled with the technological setup. Our aim is to 
counterbalance the idea of having ethical scripts for technological solutions by 
showing how moral values such as autonomy of the aged users do not depend only 
on the technological design but on how moral and technical operations are 
entangled/disentangled. 
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 Imagining Techno-Moral Change: From Moral Shortcuts to Moral Detours 

Diane P. Michelfelder 
Macalester College, United States 

When we think of what is involved in helping an individual to develop his or her 
capacity for moral thinking, we tend to equate moral thinking with the process of 
moral decision making. To think ethically means to be able to make moral decisions 
for oneself, regardless of philosophical perspective (Kantian, preference utilitarian, 
virtue ethics, etc.)  Because we tend to equate moral thinking with the process of 
moral decision making, fostering moral change by means of the structural 
(design/engineered) aspects of artifacts—be these things speed bumps (Latour) or 
ultrasound  (Verbeek)  or  “green”  printers  that  allow  for  two-sided printing only-- 
leads (along with philosophical puzzles regarding the moral agency of artifacts) to 
deep philosophical worries that such change could negatively impact human 
autonomy and dignity. In such a context, the technological artifact or system brings 
about change by freeing us from the time and deliberative effort involved in moral 
decision making. Techno-moral change, as so imagined, becomes a problematic 
“moral  shortcut.”   
In this paper, I want to approach the question of imagining techno-moral change 
from a different direction, and that is by looking at moral thinking as involving a 
wider swath of activity than moral decision making alone. This broader capacity, 
what  we  could  call  “ethical  capital,”  involves  the  ability  not  only  to  reason  about  
matters of moral import but also to identify and recognize a situation as having 
moral dimensions to it in the first place.  Essential to this latter component of ethical 
capital are, among other skills and habits, those of close observation and curiosity. I 
propose that when objects are intentionally engineered so as to get individuals to 
become more observant, more curious, and better able to recognize the moral 
dimensions  of  a  situation,  that  “moralizing  technology”  can  be  justified  in  the  name  
of expanding individual ethical capital. Because such artifacts would serve to expand 
moral  horizons,  I  suggest  they  could  be  seen  as  creating  “moral  detours”  rather  than  
“moral  shortcuts.” 
One might wonder why it might be important to foster techno-moral change in this 
sense; and so in the next to last section of this paper I address this question through 
a discussion of some of the differences between a type of smart device based 
application whose use is growing more and more widespread, namely, those 
applications that are designed to substitute for material objects. I argue that such 
applications serve to diminish the social capital focused on in this paper. Having thus 
suggested why it is important to imagine techno-moral change from the direction I 
have taken in this paper, I conclude with a couple of examples of how it might be 
done. 
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Toward a Manifold Techno-moral Imagination:  
Avoiding the Reductionist Trap, with a Cautionary Tale from Ecology 

Glen Miller 
University of North Texas, United States 

Those attempting to engage their techno-moral imaginations make a determinative 
decision from the beginning.  One path available is the position of pragmatism.  This 
is attractive because practitioners can make descriptive and prescriptive claims while 
avoiding the entanglement of the conflicts that arise between more substantive 
metaphysical positions, which necessarily consider the content of the good life and 
what it means to be human.  Such practitioners may make accurate short-term 
predictions through attunement with the spirit of an age; accuracy over a longer 
period, however, depends precisely on the answers to these metaphysical questions.  
Any philosophical principle that grounds prediction must answer them in some way:  
a  “value-neutral”  approach  is  an  illusion. 
This reflection brings into relief another path for the techno-moral imagination.  
Freed from a monolithic orientation, it can operate within other richer ethical 
theories, such as virtue ethics, deontology, and religious moral systems, as well as 
pragmatism.  The manifold techno-moral imagination then develops a mosaic rather 
than a pencil sketch by articulating and clarifying how changes in technological 
contours may impact different versions of the good and vice versa.  It can specialize, 
honing in on challenges facing only specific groups, and can address contentious 
issues that confront contemporary pluralistic cultures that pragmatists deem 
unimportant or meaningless.  In these efforts, the techno-moral imagination makes 
worthwhile contributions to public discourse by clearly demarcating points of 
agreement and contention between adherents of different comprehensive doctrines, 
in  Rawls’s  sense  of  the  term. 
Philosophers concerned with the co-adaptation of NEST and morals might find an 
instructive analog in ecology.  This natural science arose to explain the effects of 
adaptation in the development of organisms, and its history provides a cautionary 
tale of embracing a framework that only aims to describe and predict while rejecting 
richer metaphysical concepts.  Concepts such as superorganism or community used 
by early ecologists were later jettisoned in the embrace of reductionist ecosystem 
ecology.  This shift toward empirical science, and its apparent neutrality, has been 
accompanied by normative paralysis for the field.  Despite unprecedented descriptive 
and predictive powers, ecologists now struggle to justify such seemingly obvious 
goods as environmental remediation.  They have painted themselves into a corner 
where they can meticulously describe coastal erosion or the disappearance of coral 
reefs but can offer no normative resources for evaluating such phenomena.  Had 
they retained these admittedly more problematic concepts and simply added 
necessary qualifications, their contribution to the discourse about environmental 
issues would not be so impoverished.  
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Policing, Technology and Values 
Integrity, Privacy and Suspicion in local police GIS  

Vlad Niculescu-Dinca  
Zuyd University of Applied Sciences, The Netherlands 

Irma van der Ploeg  
Zuyd University of Applied Sciences, The Netherlands 

Over the past several decades, and especially in the past decade, a broad trend in 
the policing sector has been the move toward more preventive and proactive styles 
(Garland, 2001, Ericson and Haggerty, 1997). Afforded by existing and emerging 
information and communication technologies, a constant of this shift has been the 
increasing employment of data gathering, analysis and the promotion of new 
information technologies as key elements for efficient resource allocation and crime 
control (Ratcliffe, 2008, Den Boer, 2011). While these trends have received 
increasing attention within police studies, technologies have often been analyzed 
from an instrumentalist perspective towards their role within police work, neglecting 
the complex and interactive relations between technologies and human behaviour 
(Latour, 1988, Akrich, 1992, Van Brakel and De Hert, 2011) as well as the way in 
which values are an intrinsic and constitutive part of these technologies. 
This paper offers an analysis of a set of practices involving a geographic information 
system (GIS) implemented and shaped in the local police station of a major city in 
Romania. Drawing on ethnographic research conducted in this police station, the 
paper analyses the mediating role of technology in shaping the actions of police 
agents and analysts along the data flow; from entry of geo-coded incident reports 
towards analysis in strategy meetings based on aggregated maps. The paper 
highlights the way these practices - focusing on the construction of suspicion - are 
performed in an interplay of procedural, organizational and technological (f)actors, 
which sometimes lead to erroneous classifications, low data quality, easy 
misinterpretations, potentially fostering erroneous interventions.  
In addition, the paper highlights how moral values get embedded in policing 
technologies, analyzing how the GIS not only contributed to shaping the decisions of 
police workers but, in its turn, was shaped by particular conceptions of moral values 
such as integrity and privacy, which were built in its design. This entails the need for 
steps towards more explicit design processes sensitive to moral values and, more 
generally, towards creating the conditions for an institutional ethics in engineering 
design (Swierstra and Jelsma, 2006) also for policing technologies.  
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Playfully bridging the gap between stakeholders of neurotechnologies 

Femke Nijboer 
University of Twente, The Netherlands 

Whereas the previous century has been proclaimed to be the century of 
bioengineering, the 21st century is predicted to be the century of neuroengineering. 
Neuroengineering  could  be  defined  as  “the  application  of  electronics  and  engineering 
to   the   human   nervous   system”.   Examples   of   such   applications   are   Deep   Brain  
Stimulation (DBS), neuro- and biofeedback, Vagus Nerve stimulation (VSN) and 
Brain-Computer Interfaces (BCI). Unfortunately, while neurotechnology leaps ahead, 
ethical, societal and moral consideration of concrete issues seems to lag behind. 
Ethics and philosophy of technology lack consideration of practical issues related to 
the research and development (R&D) of neurotechnologies. In addition, R&D of 
neurotechnology leaves little space for ethical and societal reflection. Consequently, 
ethics and neurotechnology often only first meet when technology has already 
emerged. By then both parties tend to view each other as antagonists and do not 
benefit from each others perspectives. Finally, the general public affected most by 
new technologies is neither informed about this gap nor asked for its opinion. 
The current ethical debate on Brain-Computer Interfacing perfectly exemplifies the 
gap between fields. I propose to fill this gap by developing and testing novel 
approaches that can complement the classical study of ethics and technology. Peirce, 
the   founder  of  pragmatism,  argued  that   the  study  of  a   ‘phenomenon’   (e.g.  “ethical  
implications  of  BCI”)  requires  not  only  the  traditionally  accepted tools of theory and 
empirics, but also the tool of simulation. Through simulation or play, we can explore 
the   possibilities   the   ‘phenomenon’   carries   in   it.   Therefore,   simulation   can   be   an  
excellent tool to investigate ethical issues raised by future technologies. 
I will test the scientific feasibility and value of 3 approaches, in the case of BCI, that 
1) strengthen theory, 2) add practical relevance and 3) accelerate the pace of the 
debate. If valid, these approaches could serve as a new scientific instrument to study 
ethical and societal issues related to other neurotechnologies. 
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Responsibility and Accountability in artificial Agent Discourse  

Merel E. Noorman 
University of Virginia, United States 

A central ethical concern about increasingly autonomous military robots and other 
artificial agents is that these complex and independently acting machines complicate 
the ascription of responsibility and accountability. If the human beings that develop, 
deploy and use these technologies are no longer able to directly control them, let 
alone fully understand or predict their behavior, can they still be held answerable for 
the results  of  the  machine’s  behavior?   
The difficulty in addressing concerns about lack of control or obscured responsibility 
is that technological development co-evolves with morality. The varying and often 
conflicting values and norms of different social groups shape the design, use and 
meaning of technological artifacts. In turn, moral principles and concepts - and the 
social rules, values and practices that derive from them - are continuously 
challenged as technological innovation expands the scope of human action and poses 
moral choices that require an extension of existing ethical frameworks. Reflections 
on whether or not human beings can still be responsible for the behavior of future 
artificial agents need to take these processes of co-evolution into account. 
This paper explores how technological development and responsibility interact in 
current research on autonomous robots and artificial agents. In particular, the author 
looks at whether and how researchers working on these technologies negotiate with 
and are influenced by concepts of responsibility and accountability. The focus will be 
on  two  lines  of  research:  ‘building  ethics’  into  robotics  systems  and  human  
supervisory control. Both lines of research can be seen as responding to concerns 
about the predicted loss of control and obfuscation of responsibility. The first line of 
research is concerned with formalizing and operationalizing moral decision-making in 
order to equip computational systems with the ability to take the moral significance 
of their behavior into account in their decision-making processes. In the second line 
of research it is assumed that human operators will have supervisory control in 
progressively automated (decision-making) processes. The focus is on optimizing the 
interaction between humans and automated systems, by, for instance, studying the 
effects of different levels of machine autonomy on the performance of human 
operators.  
The paper uncovers the presumptions that the two lines of research make about the 
relationships between human actors and artifactual actors. In particular, it looks at 
how these lines of research envision the delegation of tasks between humans and 
between humans and technologies, within sociotechnical systems. The aim of this 
analysis is to bring into view the implicit and explicit assumptions about responsibility 
and accountability that affect and are affected by the development of increasingly 
autonomous technologies.  
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Considerate interpassive Technology  

Gijs van Oenen  
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How do human beings relate to technological artefacts? Some influential currents in 
philosophical anthropology (e.g. Heidegger, Horkheimer & Adorno) have argued that 
technology derives from, and gives expression to, the domination that human beings 
exert over nature. Others propose the opposite: human beings are the object of an 
autonomous   technological   development   (‘technological   determinism’).   One   of   the  
anthropological  alternatives   to   this  dialectically   framed  opposition   is  Bruno  Latour’s  
actor-network approach, in which human beings and (technological) objects, or 
rather  ‘things’,  are  ‘symmetrically’  situated;;  that  is  to  say,  neither  is  considered  as  a  
priori dominant.  
Although I sympathize with the Latourian approach for both political and ecological 
reasons, I would like to propose a different alternative. This alternative is 
‘asymmetrical’  in  the  sense  that  technological  artefacts  are  ‘in  the  service’  of  human  
beings. However, it is symmetrical in the sense that the objects in question, having 
become   ‘emancipated’   themselves,   provide   us   the   assistance   we   need   in   order   to  
retain the emancipated status that we gained for ourselves, as proud disciples of the 
Enlightenment.  We  might  refer  to  this  alternative  as  ‘considerate  technology’,  as  the  
artefacts show consideration with us: they are sensitive to our need for emancipatory 
assistance, and able to help us out. 
Why should we need such assistance, and why should objects be willing & able to 
provide   it?   This   follows   from   my   theory   of   ‘interactive   metal   fatigue’,   or  
‘interpassivity’.   Interpassivity   is   the   counterpart,   or   successor,   to   the   concept   of  
interactivity, as used in the arts. Where interactivity implied that part of the 
‘realisation’   of   the   artwork   is   ‘outsourced’   to   the   visitor,   as   the   artwork needs his 
participation in order to realize itself, interpassivity indicates that the artwork is now 
capable  of  ‘insourcing’  this  participation  or  interactivity.  The  interactive  involvement  
of the visitor or participant has therefore become redundant. Transposed to society 
more generally, I argue that the widespread democratic involvement of all 
emancipated human beings in the constitution of the norms and institutions that 
govern their lives is now gradually leading to an interactive overburdening, an 
emancipatory   or   interactive   ‘metal   fatigue’.   Our   emancipatory   and   democratic  
involvement   is   literally   becoming   ‘too  much   of   a   good   thing’   for   us.  We   therefore  
increasingly fail to act in conformity with norms that we ourselves subscribe to, and 
we tend to  ‘outsource’  the  responsibility  for  our  actions  to  some  outside  agency. 
However,   such   agency   cannot   exercise   authority   on   a   ‘discursive’   basis,   as  we   are  
now tired of interactively validating such authority. Ironically, we seem to prefer 
nondiscursive   ‘directives’,   such   as   objects   may   provide   – by obstructing, guiding, 
warning  or  coaching  us.  By  taking  over  our   interactive   ‘duties’,   they  have   in  a  way  
become emancipated themselves; they use this knowledge and insight to provide us 
with assistance, or correction, when we fail to act in an emancipatory fashion. This 
goes for simple objects like sleeping policemen and roundabouts, which we might 
consider as emancipatorily scripted, but it applies a fortiori to ICT-enhanced objects; 
these can much more flexibly intervene to support our emancipatory capabilities. In 
another   ironic  twist,  this  both  contradicts  and  affirms  Isaac  Asimov’s  prophesies  on  
robots run amok: robotic objects are going to interfere with our lives, but they do 
this merely to help us remain emancipated actors.  
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In their 2007 paper, Swierstra and Rip identify characteristic tropes and patterns of 
moral argumentation in the debate about ethics of new and emerging science and 
technology  (or  “NEST-ethics”).  Taking  their  NEST-ethics structure as a starting point, 
we considered the debate about tissue engineering (TE), and argue what aspects we 
think ought to be a part of a rich and high-quality debate of TE.  
TE applies the principles of biology and engineering to the development of functional 
substitutes for damaged tissue. TE-based treatments promise a more complete 
recovery with significantly fewer side effects or risk of complications, compared to 
conventional treatments. Hopeful statements in the early years caused considerable 
excitement and promised patients quick cures. However, in spite of significant 
scientific progress, there are as of yet few examples of clinical applications.  
The debate surrounding TE is predominantly a debate among experts. When 
considering the NEST-ethics arguments that deal directly with technology, we can 
generally conclude that consequentialist arguments are by far the most prominently 
featured in discussions of TE. In addition, many articles discuss principles, rights and 
duties relevant to aspects of the technology, both in a positive and in a critical sense. 
Justice arguments and good life arguments are used only sparingly. 
Missing   topics   in   the   discussion   are   second   “level”   arguments   – those referring to 
techno-moral change connected to TE. This may be due to the nature of the 
technology; to a certain extent, a TE product is a known entity, as it is a substitute 
for something we are already familiar with (normal organs or tissues). In addition, in 
the beginning there is an artifact, but if the tissue engineer is successful, over time 
this artifact will virtually disappear. Tissue engineers describe the process as 
attempting to exactly mimic the normal healthy situation, often stressing the 
“naturalness”  of  TE.  Referring  to  nature  makes  TE  seem  natural  and  good,  and  may  
cause certain questions or fears to be avoided. However, what makes an organ or 
tissue  “normal”,  healthy  and  functional  is  not  that  easily  answered.  By  attempting  to  
mimic the situation of a healthy organ, tissue engineers could be said to be working 
with an unknown script, in that they try to replicate the properties and the script of a 
healthy organ, without knowing exactly what this script is. Broadening the 
development process by involving users and stakeholders of TE early on may help to 
elucidate this script. 
Currently, the discussion about TE mostly focuses on its so-called  “hard   impacts”  – 
quantifiable   risks   and   benefits   of   the   technology.   Its   “soft   impacts”   – effects that 
cannot easily be quantified, such as changes to experience, habits and perceptions, 
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should receive more attention. Taking into account the values and concerns of 
envisioned users will aid developers in imagining the full range of effects TE may 
have, and will ultimately benefit the development of this technology. 
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Engaging Emotions in techno-moral Change  

Dónal O'Mathúna  
Dublin City University, Ireland 
Moral education has focused primarily on rational discussion and logical application of 
moral principles and theories. Moral discourse about new technologies is often 
presented in terms of analysing benefits and burdens. However, such approaches to 
morality have been critiqued for not addressing the role of emotions in ethics. Virtue 
ethics points to the importance of character formation and the role of the arts in 
introducing character and emotions into ethics. 
The arts reveal the complexity of people’s  moral  lives,  and  allow  factors  beyond  the  
cognitive to be introduced into ethics discussions. As Martha Nussbaum has stated, 
‘To   be   fully   successful   as   arguments,   arguments   must   be   such   as   to   change   the  
heart’   (The   poetics   of   therapy,   1990,   p.   3).   The inclusion of arts and literature in 
moral discussions brings matters of the heart into moral consideration. Using 
examples from popular films, this presentation will show how these can engage 
people with the emotional and relational dimensions of ethics.  
While the arts can be used to examine the morality of technology, the arts 
themselves are impacted by technology. New digital technologies raise questions 
about how technology impacts the interaction between arts and ethics. Major 
technological innovations, especially in areas of communication, have always 
impacted morality, bringing both positive and negative changes. Plato questioned 
whether writing would negatively impact people because they would no longer need 
to use their memories (Phaedrus, 274-275). Television has brought information 
about  the  world  into  people’s  homes,  but  with  that,  graphic  images  of  violence  and  
other  behaviours  that  some  claim  negatively  impact  people’s  moral  characters.  New  
digital technologies that transport viewers and gamers into virtual worlds will most 
likely  impact  moral  development.  As  people’s  imaginations  are  hyper-stimulated, will 
this   dissociate   them   from   the   ‘here   and   now’   in  ways   that   negatively   impact   their  
ability to use their imaginations to empathise with those around them? Or will it 
develop their imaginations so they are more sensitive to others? 
Such questions are important in considering how digital technologies impact 
morality. They highlight the importance of understanding how the arts impact 
morality. They allow   the   complexity   of   people’s   lives   and   moral   dilemmas   to   be  
displayed and discussed in ethics education, but involve deeper issues. The work of 
Jenefer Robinson (Deeper than Reason: emotion and its role in literature, music, and 
art, 2005) will be used to explore why the arts engage the emotions in ethics and 
may thus more effectively encourage moral change. The arts open ways to engage 
the   heart   in   moral   change,   to   stimulate   the   moral   imagination.   Robinson’s   ideas  
provide a way to explore concerns about potentially negative impacts of digital 
technologies on morality. The resulting challenges for using the arts in ethics 
education will be discussed in this presentation. 
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Technomorality and/or Technoethics? 
Moral(iti)es between sociotechnical Agency and social Desirability of 
Change  

Giuseppina Pellegrino 
University of Calabria, Italy 

Science and Technologies Studies (STS) have showed how technology is not neutral 
like a tool usable in positive or negative ways. Rather technology develops 
autonomous and unpredictable paths so establishing patterns of control. Technology 
inscriptions, as well as programs of action, translate moral choices in the way they 
prescribe some courses of action and impede others  Furthermore, technologies can 
exclude or include users and uses, classifying them into groups and producing 
enduring consequences through the stratification of information infrastructures 
(Bowker and Star, 1999). Drawing mainly but not only from STS, this contribution 
aims to reflect on how issues of morality and ethics are largely embedded into 
technology  and  in  what  ANT  has  termed  as  ‘non  human  agency’.  Such  an  
embeddedness takes the form of multiplicity rather than of singularity (Mol, 2002) 
and is enacted through the complex convergence (sometimes divergence) between 
sociotechnical agency emerging from negotiations/conflicts (Bijker, 1995) and issues 
labeled as ethical or moral with reference to an assumed social desirability of 
change, which is constantly shaped through technological tales circulating on the 
media in the form of discursive frames. 
The contribution proposes an etymological and theoretical analysis of technomorality 
comparing  the  term  with  the  more  used  ‘technoethics’.  Then  it  frames  the  issues  of  
sociotechnical agency and social desirability of change, considered as crucial 
components of what is (un)successfully (re)presented and performed as acceptable 
or unacceptable, desirable or undesirable in the continuous redefinition of boundaries 
between human and non human agency. The last part of the contribution reflects on 
the  ‘morale’  of  technoscientific  narratives  as  powerful  discursive  frames  to  set  up  and  
suggest directions for techno-moral change and technoethics intervention, possibly 
proposing exemplary cases where both sociotechnical agency and social desirability 
are subjected to uncertainty and negotiation. 
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Socio-technical Imageries and new Citizenship Practices in the biometric 
State  

Elpida Prasopoulou 
University of Essex, United Kingdom 

Aletta J. Norval 
University of Essex, United Kingdom 

 
In this paper we explore the way new technological apparatuses for identification, 
especially biometrics, are creating new socio-technical imageries on the role of the 
state. We then juxtapose these imageries and the subjectivities they create to 
practices of citizenship ranging from those that seek to problematize some aspects of 
the   extant   ‘rules   of   the   game’   (e.g.   mainstream   privacy   activism)   to   those   that  
contest the rules of the games themselves (e.g. hacker activities). Our purpose is to 
analyse how these forms of engagement (potentially) reconfigure relations between 
citizens and the state in and through engagement with new and emerging biometric 
technologies. 
New biometric technologies   are   gradually   reshaping   the   content   of   the   ‘normal’  
biopolitical relationship with state. There is a gradual migration of techniques 
reserved for criminals (e.g. fingerprinting) or non-citizens to the entire population of 
each country. As Agamben (2004) observes this signals a substantial transformation 
of the role of state from tracing and correcting deviant behaviour to monitoring the 
entire population. Which social imageries allow such transformations to take place? 
In order to answer this, we examine government discourses on security. More 
specifically, we trace how security and identification have been integrated into an 
assemblage of various heterogeneous elements including technological artifacts (i.e. 
CCTVs, body-scanners), scientific methods (i.e. DNA analysis), biometric 
technologies (i.e. iris recognition), computational methods (i.e. algorithms for 
transforming DNA into serial numbers), administrative techniques (i.e. profiling, 
standardizing and classifying) and human bodies and their representation by 
technological devices. 
Then we explore how new biometric technologies are changing practices of 
citizenship.  For  this  reason,  we  focus  on  what  James  Tully  (2008)  calls  ‘practices  of  
citizenship’,   instead  of  starting  from  a  legal-institutional perspective, which ascribes 
citizenship on the basis of the given legal status of the citizen. This allows us to think 
about citizenship as something claimed in and through practices and processes in 
which one engages. Such a practice-based perspective, when supplemented with the 
‘all  affected  principle’,  allows  one  to  consider  a  wider  range  of  practices  than  those  
normally associated with citizens. Most importantly, it also allows technological 
artifacts and accompanying material practices to be incorporated into the analysis of 
‘citizenization’  as  a  form  of  active  engagement  with  one’s  citizenship. 
In conclusion, our account describes both the socio-technical imageries creating 
specific subjectivities for citizens and the practices of citizenship within such 
historically contingent conditions of possibility. To this end, it contributes to the 
study of technological change in the governance of identification by joining both the 
languages and practices developed in the specific historical conditions of the 
globalized risk society of today. 
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Ethical Changes in a globalizing technological Society  

Ramón Queraltó 
University of Sevilla, Spain 

This paper explores the transformation of ethics in a globalizing technological society 
(GTS). After describing some basic features of this society, particularly the primacy it 
gives to a special type of technical rationality, three specific influences on received 
ethics are examined: i) a change concerning the notion of value, ii) the decreasing 
relevance of the concept of axiological hierarchy, and iii) the new internal 
architecture of ethics as a net of values. These three characteristics suggest a new 
pragmatic understanding of ethics.  
To begin, a crucial question is this: What is the prevailing social rationality operating 
within GTS? It is a kind of technological rationality (TR). As a first trait, technological 
rationality   tends   to   reject   the   question   “What   is   this?”(an   essentialist   question)   in  
favor   of   the   question   “What   is   this   for?”   (a   pragmatic   question).   As   a   result,   this  
criterion can be also called the efficiency criterion (in a sense that includes efficacy 
and efficiency more strictly defined). 
A second feature of technological rationality is that because of its internal structure, 
technological rationality is inherently expansive (auto-expansive) and without no 
preconceived limit. As a third feature technological rationality is a rationality that 
transforms and modifies material reality, and it cannot be otherwise. This 
immediately follows from the criterion of operational efficacy. 
To what extent has ethics indeed been influenced? We shall consider three basic 
ethical issues on which the influence has been especially strong: variations in the 
notion of value, variation in the relationship between values, and variation of the 
internal architecture of ethics. A) A value is now valuable because it shows a relevant 
operational efficacy for solving human troubles. This is the meaning of value 
according to a strong pragmatic rationality. B) Value is now depicted as a pattern or 
a guideline for solving or meliorating problems. The pragmatic ethical view suggests 
that we change from an axiological pyramid to a certain flexible system of values, a 
dynamic and adaptive axiological system. C) The axiological architecture is that of a 
net of values. There is no longer a pyramid but an axiological reticule in which values 
are  networked  among  each  other.  Values  will  be  placed  on  the  ‘knots’  or   ‘nodes’  of  
the net. 
The final question is to identify a suitable method for presenting values to 
contemporary people. Starting from both the pragmatic notion of value and the 
request for efficacy, ethical value must be presented as something of interest and 
especially convenient for human life, either individually or socially. I have called this 
strategy for introducing values the beneficial Trojan horse. The metaphor is easy to 
understand: values should be introduced in a GTS because as being something 
internal to society itself, and especially as being a set of suitable means for the 
development of any such society. Likewise, the people of Troy brought the classic 
horse inside their town – they thought it was a gift of their deity - because they 
recognized it as something in their best interest. The GTS will proceed in a similar 
way, namely, because values are very convenient and beneficial if we are to develop 
social   life  peacefully.  But  note  here  that  this   ‘horse’   is  different  than  the  traditional  
one.      It   does   not   destroy   the   GTS   so  much   as   benefit   it.   In   fact,   it   is   a   ‘reverse  
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Trojan  horse’.  In  effect,  ethical  values  do not work for destroying society (as was the 
case of classic horse), but quite the opposite; they work for rightly constructing it. 
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Changing Aging.  
Ethical Implications of Emerging Life Extension Technologies  

Rosa Rantanen 
University of Turku, Finland 

Means of medical technology have recently advanced rapidly, and new methods (e.g. 
nanotechnology, cell rejuvenation, gene therapy) are suggested by scientists as 
promising possibilities. The questions about considerable life extension (CLE) are 
becoming less hypothetic and we are currently witnessing a change in the way we 
see aging biologically and culturally. This is happening whether or not the wildest 
anti-aging visions actually come true; the average human lifespan is already higher 
than ever before. It  seems  likely  that  in  the  future  we’ll  come  across  with  more  and  
more ethical problems related to a notably extended period of healthy human life 
that  cannot  be  considered  as  “old  age”  in  its  current  meaning.   
Some of the main questions about CLE are related to the clash of individual interests 
and societal concerns. I suggest that this value conflict is at the heart of the matter; 
it disables us of reaching a consensus about the ethical desirability of CLE. The 
accelerating development in medical technologies is a complicating factor since it 
seems   to   lead   to   certain   kind   of   “medical   determinism”;;   if   there   was   a   relatively  
easily accessed method for CLE, the society might have little possibilities to deny 
people from using it without suggesting a certain kind  of  a  “duty  to  die”.   
The notion of a duty to die has been supported, for example, by John Hardwig 
(1997) in the context of end-of-life care. In the discussion about CLE it has been 
suggested   that   we   could   sometimes   have   a   “duty   to   die”   even  when  we   are both 
willing to keep living and able to do that in a healthy condition - for an extended 
lifespan may come with high costs to the community. This brings us back to the 
conflict between individual and societal interests and values. I want to raise the 
question whether we ought to give priority to the individual pursuit of longevity or to 
the societal concerns about equal chances, or should we primarily seek to combine 
these two in a satisfying manner.  
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Using films and social media to deliberate techno-moral change/ 
conceptualising techno-moral change. 

Kjetil Rommetveit 
University of Bergen, Norway 

This paper will report on experiences made during a recently finished European 
research project called Technolife (www.technolife.no). In it I will go through some 
ways in which I made sense of and conceptualised data from an online discussion 
forum aimed to elicit citizens imaginations of emerging technologies. The broader 
purpose of Technolife was to find new ways of deliberating and eliciting broader 
concerns of publics and citizens. Narrow frames on policy problems have been seen 
to neglect the cultural sources that sustain and motivate public engagements (Wynne 
2003). The focus on the imagination was intended to supply a broad intake to open-
ended problems of technologies in the making. 
Technolife started out by using a number of resources, such as policy documents, 
science fiction, ethics and STS literature to map hot topics and public controversies 
relating to three emerging technologies (biometrics, human enhancements and GIS). 
Main aspects of the results were embedded within the formats of three short movies, 
which were placed in online forums and used as triggers for deliberations by 
participants (invited and un-invited, concerned parties, etc.). Over a period of three 
months more than 200 participants contributed to the three forums. A central 
assumption and methodological choice of Technolife was that new publics would 
gather around new issues. It was also presupposed that such issues could be 
articulated through deliberations, and grasped through ensuing analysis of the 
deliberative data. Finally, it was hypothesised that such new collectives could be 
analysed in terms of the concepts imagined communities (Anderson 1983), and 
social and technical imaginaries (Taylor 2004, Jasanoff and Kim 2009). The online 
discussion forums generated very lively debates and provided a number of 
unexpected and interesting points of view. A number of participants used the digital 
both as a medium and a metaphor for imagining socio-technical change, at times 
encompassing both the (life) sciences and wider issues of societal justice. 
However, it was not immediately clear how our broad analytical concepts could be 
applied to an unstructured debate in an online forum. Partly borrowing from the 
philosophy of John Dewey, I characterise the activities in the forums through the 
concept of imagination (and deliberation) as exploratory action. I also use the 
concept of modes of imagination, or collective ways of imagining as enabled through 
scientific and technological systems, to structure and analyse individual forum 
entries.   Participants’   explorations   were   marked   by   desires   to   establish   attainable  
social and technological projects, and frequently also inscribed with notions of and 
searches for community. In this way the concepts of imagined communities and 
socio-technical imaginaries could be kept: they referred to general horizons for 
exploration as implicitly or explicitly held by participants. I finish the paper with 
some reflections on the emphasis on the imagination as a constituent part of agency 
and deliberation, including possible implications of such an epistemic shift for policy-
related activities (public engagement, ethics, technology assessment).  

 

http://www.technolife.no/
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Learning from different contexts in the development of emerging 
technology: Discovering values and stakeholders from open controversies 

Pedro Sanches 
Swedish Institute of Computer Science, Sweden 

Innovators are typically concerned with social acceptance and impact of emerging 
technologies. Those technologies tend to create controversies because they shake 
established moral routines. To explore in advance the social impact of a technology, 
a designer needs to explore the possibilities that the technology enable. To achieve 
that, technology designers typically engage with users and other relevant 
stakeholders to understand what are the needs, values and concerns towards a 
certain technology. For emerging technologies, however, the problem of conducting 
those kinds of explorations can be problematic since there are typically no examples 
to draw from and society has no previous experience with such technology. 
Moreover,  it is not clear who the users might be in the first place, and which are the 
relevant actors or what are the contexts of use. This happens typically in periods of 
innovation or early diffusion, when networks of actors are being formed and 
applications of technology are being imagined. 
We argue that designers should use methods that allow them to look into open 
controversies related with the emerging technology they are developing very early in 
the design process, as well as the controversies related to the metaphors used to 
describe the applications of such technology. Doing so can offer better 
conceptualization of users, stakeholders, and interpretations of the technology at 
different contexts. Unpacking the metaphors of use, together with the technology, 
can give designers and engineers a sense of what ethical issues may be imported 
from those metaphors. 
Here we describe our attempts at designing applications based on traffic data that 
mobile network operators generate about their subscribers. Operators and other 
companies who have access to this data have recently announced its release for 
fields ranging from pure research, to emergency rescue, as well location-based 
services, among many others. These applications have started different discussions 
laden with technological and moral arguments. We will look into prospective 
applications of mobile communication traffic data, such as transportation planning 
and mobile commerce, and show how engineers could import moral arguments into 
the technical controversies. We argue for multi-level and multidisciplinary analysis 
where social constructionist theories and methods are coupled with ethics, 
engineering and design. 
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Exploring possibilities for patient involvement in translational molecular 
medicine  

Lieke van der Scheer 
University of Twente, The Netherlands 

Marianne Boenink 
University of Twente, The Netherlands 
In the context of responsible innovation, the idea exists that emerging technology 
should not be described by an unambiguous narrative but instead one should look for 
a plurality of narratives and perspectives of stakeholders. It is thought that in this 
way, ethical reflection needed for responsible innovation, in the sense of innovation 
that is in tune with moral values, would take into account more relevant 
considerations, interests, ideals, fears and values. Indeed, the past decade has 
shown that stakeholder engagement has become more prominent in the 
development of technology in general, and more particularly, that initiatives in the 
direction of patient participation have become more common in health science 
research. 
A first look at the combination of these two developments, the search for a plurality 
of perspectives and the idea of responsible innovation involving patient participation, 
already seem to reveal two interesting points.  
First, it appears that the prevailing premise is that taking into account  the (known 
and stable) values of the patient yields better results. This seems to suggest that, for 
instance, because greater patient involvement  makes biomedical technology more 
conducive to realize the quality of life as perceived by end-users, the societal 
legitimacy of the end-product increases.  Furthermore, greater patient involvement 
could influence the translational process and the further development of the 
technology, so as to lead to a greater practical and commercial value of products. 
Moreover  the  patients’  reflection  on  their  own  needs  and  experiences  would  have  an  
influence on research.  
The second point is that, while the research focuses on the influence of the morality 
of stakeholders on the development of technology, little attention is paid to the effect 
of that technology on morality, even though some Science Technology Studies 
concerning the development of technology have shown that new technology has led 
to (often unexpected) moral change. 
In view of the above, one must ask the question what can be learned from a closer 
look at the literature on patient participation, stakeholder engagement and historical 
STS studies. The purpose of this presentation is to present an overview of that 
literature, with the following questions in mind: 1. What are the moral premises of 
the literature regarding morality itself, and the relation between technology and 
morality? And to what extent does it take into account the fact that morality is not 
static? 2. What are the different approaches and practices of patient participation 
and stakeholder engagements presented in the literature? 3. To what extent does 
the literature concern the influence of technology on the development of morality 
(and not merely the influence of morality on technology)? 
We end our presentation by briefly showing how this aspect of patient involvement 
will  be  handled  in  our  project  entitled  “Exploring  possibilities  for  patient  involvement  
in  translational  molecular  medicine”  (2011/2012). 
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Artistic Interventions in Energy Futures  

Lea Schick 
IT University Copenhagen, Denmark 

Transitions towards renewable energy demand a reinvention of electricity 
infrastructures, as well as a socio-technical change in how we relate to electricity. 
This paper will draw the attention to a number of art projects and critical designs in 
order to discuss their qualities for reimagining relations between (prod)user, 
electricity, consumption, home appliances, energy sources, and between users as 
collectives. 
The current electricity infrastructure, developed through the modern 
industrialization, creates users who never need care about where electricity comes 
from, how much is being used, and when. It is becoming clear that is relation to 
electricity is neither sustainable nor desirable in an age of anthropogenic climate 
change and shortage of fossil fuels. An essential problem in a transition to renewable 
energy is that these energy sources are not stable and cannot be controlled to fit a 
fluctuating energy demand. What is needed at this point is therefore a flexible 
electricity infrastructure – often   referred   to   as   a   ‘Smart   Grid’   – where the rate of 
consumption is adjustable in relation to the variable rate of production. This 
demands a thorough integration of ICT into the infrastructure. A flexible energy 
infrastructure institutes a new kind of consumer, who is made more aware of 
electricity and cares about adjusting his consumption. It is crucial for the success a 
potential smart grid implementation that consumers develop a new and active 
relationship with the abstract character of electricity.  
Drawing on theories by Bruno Latour, Peter Sloterdijk, Isabelle Stengers, and Rosi 
Braidotti this paper will show how artistic projects can be helpful when imagining, 
understanding, and making new techno-moral subject positions in energy futures.  
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'Too Sweet to Kill' – A Contribution to the Art of Cosmopolitics  

Michael Schillmeier 
LMU Munich, Germany 

Yvonne Lee Schultz 
Berlin, Germany 

Weapons, such as pistols, are profound, more or less mundane objects of the 
techno-moral of dealing with conflict, destruction and war. Pistols enact a mode of 
performing and accomplishing solutions to a very dramatic and often 'lossy' way of 
dealing with differences: the enactment of the 'either-or'. In our presentation we are 
interested if and how the techno-moral of the war-like 'either-or' can be civilized or 
pacified. In order to do so we try to introduce artful contrasts that 1) de- and re-
contextualize weapons, and 2) de- and rematerialize weapons, in such a way that 
these objects may enact playful and peaceful scenarios, creating events of 
hesitation, affection, doubt, questionability, insecurities, uncertainties and 
controversies. Pistols turn into the strange interior of restaurants, become 
sophisticated and delicate designed, beautiful looking, romantic porcelain table 
settings. Pistols transform into sweet chocolate with which children have fun, enjoy 
the sweet taste, and quarrel with the melting chocolate weapon while playing their 
wars and killings. The presentation  links the work of the Berlin artist Yvonne Lee 
Schultz and empirical philosophy to investigate the possibility of cosmopolitcal 
practice. Cosmopolitics tries to provoke practices and feelings that aim 'to "slow 
down" reasoning and arouse a slightly different awareness of the problems and 
situations mobilizing us' as Isabelle Stengers (Stengers 2010) has put it.  
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Remembering (not) to forget?  
The future Fate of deep geological radioactive Waste Disposals   

Jantine Schroeder 
University of Antwerp/Belgian Nuclear Research Centre, Belgium 

Today, deep geological disposal is considered by many in the field as the best future 
management option for high level radioactive waste, put simply, waste that radiates 
intensely for very, very long time periods (100 000s of years). This option would 
consist of a multi-barrier system aimed to permanently isolate the waste from the 
human biosphere, firstly through artificial barriers (the waste packaging and the 
underground installation) and later through natural barriers (notably the geological 
formation (e.g. clay or salt) in which the underground installation is constructed.  
The ultimate aim of geological disposal is to be both final and passively safe. This 
means that there is no future use foreseen for the waste, and that the disposal will 
be closed and sealed, after which it is not dependent on human presence and 
intervention in order to fulfil its safety goal. This approach is backed up by a diverse 
socio-technical argumentation, but an important assumption is that geological 
stability is greater than socio-political stability. In this rationale, in theory forgetting 
is preferred to remembering. In earlier years, some research emphasize was indeed 
put on warning people to stay away. In line with the logic of permanent, passive 
safety, quite some study has been devoted to avoiding inadvertent human behavior 
by means of passive, technical devices,  most  notably  so  called   ‘markers’.  Although  
the long term preservation of such devices in the material sense can perhaps be 
demonstrated, how can one demonstrate the long term awareness of their existence, 
let alone the understanding their meaning?  
An alternative to making future generations aware of danger is providing them with 
information to understand previous decisions and make informed decisions on their 
own. This however raises various ambiguities, with regard to the purpose, content 
and means of such information preservation: what messages do we want to transfer 
into the future, will people be able to understand us, do we have an ethical obligation 
to  inform  future  generations,  …?  Transferring  ‘meaning’  thus  becomes  central,  which  
clearly constitutes a socio-technical challenge. Today the idea of a dual-track 
approach is starting to be investigated, treating the transfer of meaning as it is: both 
an outcome and a process, requiring both material and social carriers. The question 
may arise to which extend this still tallies with the initial idea of final, passive 
radioactive  waste  disposal… 
In sum, remembering to forget seems as complex as remembering to remember. 
The preservation of memory of radioactive waste disposals is a challenge which 
spans unprecedented time horizons in which technical and social information is 
clearly interwoven. The topic may thus serve as interesting and inspiring case to 
investigate to what extent and how technologies change social and cultural practices 
and values, and how these technologies are in turn constructed by them. 
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Encountering  “Nanofood”. 
How Citizens employ Techno-Moral Imagination to make Sense of Emerging 
Technologies in the Field of Food and Nutrition. 

Simone Schumann 
University of Vienna, Austria 

Over recent years, various debates over the quality, consumption, production and 
distribution of food draws our attention to the fact that food is a field marked by a 
long history of controversy and moral and political problematisation. Today, 
especially food consumption constitutes a site for the practical transition of moral 
and political visions, through the possibility to place moral weight on everyday 
actions and relationships. Nanotechnology is among the latest players entering the 
food domain and is represented as having the potential to radically change the 
material qualities of food in the future. But, if we conceptualize food as a highly 
socio-cultural practice that reflects social norms, mores and power relations and is 
thus imbued with morality, we should consider more closely how technological 
development could uproot, change or even maintain established moral routines in 
this field and in society as a whole. The same holds true for the question how a new 
technological option is perceived or evaluated by moral discourses and actions. I 
suggest that an technoscientific innovation in the field of food and nutrition, such as 
nano, is a particularly appropriate case to examine these issues because food 
constitutes a field of permanent unconscious but also very explicit ethical thinking 
and acting. This takes place on very different levels – from politics discussing the 
regulation of emerging food technologies, over nutrition coaches evaluating different 
food   qualities   as   “good   or   bad”   to   pondering   over   the   appropriate   sort   of   banana.  
However,  “nanofood”  names  a  food  technology  that  itself  rather  represents  a  “future  
abstraction”   than   a   material   and   discursive   reality.   At   the   moment,   although   few  
products have been on the market for years, the rhetoric circulates around more or 
less possible future applications. Also in the Austrian context, neither the notion of 
nanofood is widely known in the public, nor is there any controversial debate about 
its possible applications. Hence, the focus of my paper is to show that, especially in 
the case of new und unfamiliar techno-scientific phenomena, citizens permanently 
imagine how technologies probably do, had and will change socio-cultural practices 
and values and that for this reason moral imagination constitutes a central feature of 
sense-making processes. Based primarily on a detailed analysis of a group discussion 
on nanofood I will offer a range of different techno-moral scenarios citizens 
developed in interaction and conclude with discussing the implications these micro-
insights could have on questions around techno-moral change more generally. 
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It’s  like  a  (r)evolution.   
The Role of Analogies for imagining techno-moral Change (and Continuity) 
in Public Engagement with Nanotechnology 

Claudia Schwarz 
University of Vienna, Austria 

Nanoscience and -technology is heralded to bring about applications in a variety of 
fields (e.g. medicine, food production, new materials, ICTs or energy supply); some 
expect it even to induce revolutionary changes, for instance in the area of human 
enhancement. Consequently, it has been described as both an incremental and 
disruptive technoscience (Swierstra and Rip 2007) that makes existing ethical issues 
seem more urgent but also generates new ones by challenging existing moral orders. 
This – and its diverging character – makes nanotechnology a perfect case to open up 
debates about established moral orders in different technological application fields. 
As debates about nanotechnology and other emerging technosciences at present 
often take place in public engagement settings, there is a growing need to better 
understand how and on which grounds participating citizens anticipate new 
technological possibilities and assess their possible impacts on morality, cultural 
practises and social life. The issue of techno-moral change is always at the core of 
such debates, in fact seeing such discussions as mere talk about specific technologies 
would fail to recognize the broader issues that are negotiated in such contexts.  
The paper draws on empirical material from four workshops with Austrian citizens on 
nanotechnology in different application fields (medicine, food, consumer products in 
general,  ICTs)  that  aimed  to  stimulate  citizens’  moral  imagination  with  the  help  of  a  
card-based discussion method (IMAGINE). Based on a detailed analysis of the 
dynamic discourse in these workshops, the paper focuses on the role that analogies 
play   in   stimulating   citizens’   moral   imagination   and   thus   influence   how   citizens  
anticipate  and  evaluate  nanotechnology’s  potential  to  initiate  techno-moral changes. 
The analysis will show that analogies do not simply broaden but also channel 
imagination when they are employed in argumentation. In particular comparisons 
with specific past technologies and innovations were frequently used in the 
workshops to make nanotechnology appear as something revolutionary, as the next 
step in evolution or as a mere continuation of existing technological developments 
without (new) moral consequences. The paper tries to trace the effects of certain 
analogies  on  citizens’  moral  imagination  and  to  disentangle  how  specific  analogies  as  
well as existing moral orders of application fields shape the assessment of 
nanotechnology in public engagement contexts.  
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Healthy Techno-Moral Change: Moral Subjectivity and the Alternative 
Normativity of Health 

Tamar Sharon 
Maastricht University, The Netherlands 

In recent years, a normative ideal of health has taken shape that is based in the 
assumption that individuals should (and want to) pro-actively participate in the 
management of their health risks. This ideal has been the source of much contention. 
Critics argue that its emphasis on biological knowledge contributes to a new 
biological determinism, and that it enables the transfer of responsibilities from the 
state to the individual – that it disciplines rather than empowers. But a growing 
number  of  ethnographic  studies  on  users’  experiences with various innovative health 
technologies seem to run counter to these claims. And while the critique of healthy 
citizenship is important, it is unhelpful in identifying current health practices as 
manifestations of techno-moral change. 
Drawing on several examples of emerging health practices, from genetic 
susceptibility testing to telecare and the use of the internet for medical research, this 
paper argues that patients and users often display a creative and strategic 
engagement with technologies that is not accounted for in the dominant ideal of 
health or in its critique. The genetic knowledge acquired through testing techniques, 
for example, far from reducing subjectivity to genetics, is often incorporated and 
combined with other, non-biological narratives of self for different ends in different 
contexts. While the apprehended shift of responsibilities from state to individual 
frequently leads to resourceful practices, such as the vast crowdsourcing of medical 
decisions on the internet, and the creation of new forms of solidarity.  
Technologies  here  clearly  help  shape  user’s  narratives  of  selfhood  and  
conceptualizations of what a good life is. They contribute to the constitution of a 
moral subjectivity that challenges the logic of autonomous choice that frames the 
dominant ideal of health just as it resists concerns of biological determinism and 
discipline. I suggest that this instance of techno-moral change may indicate the 
emergence of an alternative normativity of health that does not comply with the 
dominant ideal of health or its critique. 
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A sociological Extension to pragmatist Ethics for new and Emerging Science 
and Technology:  
Understanding Responses to the Novelty and Uncertainty of Nanotechnology  

Clare Shelley-Egan 
University of Twente, The Netherlands 

The development of a new and emerging science and technology (NEST) such as 
nanotechnology poses a number of challenges because it introduces novelty and 
uncertainty.  Responses  will  initially  take  the  form  of  “tried  and  tested”  approaches to 
previous   new   technologies.   At   the   institutional/collective   level,   “organized  
irresponsibility”   is   an   effect   of   standard   responses   to   novelty   and   uncertainty  
because the explicit and implicit responsibilities of the past may not be adequate in 
the new situation. In nanotechnology, there is recognition of the problem of 
“organising”   responsibilities,   for   example,   in   discourse   on   the   “responsible  
development”   of   nanotechnologies.   In   responding   to   the   discourse   of   responsible  
development,  “enactors”  of  nanotechnology such as scientists and industrialists will 
fall back on the particular ethical stances and commitments which are appropriate to 
their role and context. However, their ethical stances and commitments may no 
longer be sufficient in the face of new problems brought on by nanotechnology. The 
different strands in the co-evolution of technology, society and morality (Swierstra et 
al., 2009) do not move equally quickly; responsibilities and ethical stances may lag 
behind the development of new technologies.  
This paper explores the co-evolution of nanotechnology, society and morality, 
specifically with regard to how scientists and industrialists respond to the novelty and 
uncertainty of nanotechnology and to attempts to address the organized 
irresponsibility that goes with it, as in the call for the responsible development of 
nanotechnology. This normative concern is addressed through a sociological 
extension of the pragmatist ethics of American philosopher John Dewey, which 
couples   his   notions   of   “problematic   situation”  and   “reflective   inquiry”  with   a  multi-
level co-evolutionary perspective of socio-technical change in society (Rip and Kemp, 
1998; Geels, 2005). 
Drawing on empirical material which describes how scientists and industrialists 
articulate  ‘responsibility’  and  operationalise  ‘responsible  development’  respectively,  I  
describe how well-intentioned professionals are at a loss as to how best to respond 
to the problematic situation of novelty and uncertainty of nanotechnology and 
particularly the pressure for responsible development. This way of summarising the 
situation  draws  on  Dewey’s  notion  of  a  “problematic  situation”  that  actors  encounter  
and may recognise. However, once one recognises that micro-level reflective inquiry 
will always be embedded in meso - and macro- level settings and their dynamics, it 
is  no  longer  easy  to  identify  what  is  to  count  as  “reflective  inquiry”.  This  is  where  a  
sociological extension to pragmatist ethics comes into play. The multi-level dynamics 
of co-evolution of technology and society imply that reflective inquiry is located at 
different levels and with different actors; interactions between levels and between 
actors then becomes important 
Swierstra and Rip (2007) and Swierstra et al. (2009) extended pragmatist ethics for 
NEST by offering ethical support to discussions and interactions around emerging 
technologies. This sociological extension to pragmatist ethics for NEST allows 
contributions   to   actors’   perception   of   the   problematic   situation   (e.g.   recognition   of  
multi-level   dynamics)   and   actors’   reflective   inquiry   (e.g.   enabling   actors   to   see  
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themselves as part of the problematic situation). I suggest that it is the combination 
of ethical and sociological support that is important.  
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Identifying and governing Emerging Information and Communication 
Technologies.  

Bernd Carsten Stahl 
De Montfort University, United Kingdom 

Novel information and communication technologies (ICTs) can change the way we 
live and interact in many ways. They share this feature of impacting on social 
interaction with many other technologies, such as nanotechnology, biotechnology or 
geoengineering. A problem that all of these technologies share is that there is no 
guidance on how their non-technical consequences can be identified and addressed.   
The present abstract takes its point of departure from emerging information and 
communication technologies and the questions which of these technologies are likely 
to have relevant social and technical consequences in the coming decade. The 
starting point of this debate is the ETICA project, a European-funded research 
project  on  the  “Ethical  Issues  of  Emerging  ICT  Applications”  which  sought  to  identify  
and evaluate the ethical issues of novel ICTs during the coming 10 to 15 years.  
The brevity of the abstract submission for the current call for papers does not allow 
for a discussion of the research approach or findings (Stahl et al., 2010). Suffice it to 
say that the ETICA project identified a number of technologies, artefacts and 
applications. These technologies raise a significant number of ethical issues that are 
very difficult to understand and address. Engaging with them requires non-trivial 
amounts of knowledge and social skills. Elsewhere we have argued that these 
technologies are in need of a more detailed ethical evaluation (Stahl, 2011).  
The purpose of the proposed presentation at the EPET conference is to stimulate 
debate on how the involvement of Civil Society Organisations (CSOs) can shape and 
contribute to the development of such technologies. CSO involvement is treated by 
many policy makers as the ideal way of allowing broader participation in the 
processes of technology development and thus as the preferred way of ensuring the 
democratic and participative engagement on technology development that is 
perceived to be desirable. While this view is fundamentally comprehensible, it 
requires conceptual and empirical reflection in order to inform further debate.  
The proposed paper will therefore take the projected technologies as identified by 
the ETICA project and explore the role that CSOs can or should have in shaping 
them. It will investigate the question of mechanisms and consequences of CSO 
engagements in research and technology development. The overall aim is to 
contribute a broader theory of responsible research and innovation in the area of 
ICT. It is hoped that this work will be a corner stone of future research on 
responsible research and innovation across disciplinary boundaries.  
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Blood Matters: New Reproductive Technologies and Donor Sperm Regulation 

Kim Surkan 
Massachussetts Institute of Technology, United States 

New reproductive technologies have resulted in an increasing number of children 
born as a result of insemination with donor sperm, most of it anonymous. As of 
2008, the fertility industry in the United States alone had exceeded $4 billion 
annually.  However, there is little to no regulation of this mostly privatized industry, 
a fact that garnered much media attention internationally in late 2011 after the New 
York Times published an article on a donor who has at least 150 offspring. This paper 
examines the debate(s) surrounding donor sperm regulation in the U.S. and globally, 
exploring the social, medical, and political impact of cryopreservation of donor sperm 
and new reproductive technologies enabling artificial reproduction.  The availability 
and increasing popularity of these technologies has resulted in significant 
transformation and reconceptualization of familial relationships through the 
subsequent identification of donor siblings, sometimes in very high numbers. Many of 
these donor families are now calling for limits on the number of children allowed to 
be conceived from the sperm of a single donor. The public debate surrounding donor 
sperm regulation reflects shifting values with respect to social and cultural 
reproductive  practices,  and  the  significance  of  genetics  or  “blood  relations”  to  the  
definition of family and parenthood. Concerns about health implications from 
insufficient screening and/or reporting by sperm banks, and fear of inadvertent 
incestuous relationships between adult donor offspring are just two examples of 
anxieties driving techno-moral change as a result of the ubiquity of this technology. 
On the other hand, these same technologies have resulted in increased reproductive 
freedom for infertile heterosexual couples, lesbians, and women choosing to have 
children later in life, with or without male partners. Finally, the question of the rights 
of donor anonymity versus the right of donor-inseminated children to know their 
medical and genetic history must be weighed. As the number of donor offspring 
continues to grow, it is informative and valuable to consider various scenarios of 
regulation and their implications for techno-moral change. 
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Value Sensitive Design of a Detection Device for epileptic Seizures at Home 

Ghislaine van Thiel  
UMC Utrecht, The Netherlands 

JM van Andel 
UMC Utrecht, The Netherlands 

FSS Leijten 
UMC Utrecht, The Netherlands 

JJM van Delden 
UMC Utrecht, The Netherlands 

In case of a major seizure the caregiver of an epilepsy-patient may have to intervene 
with medication and provide protection against injury. Currently, the quality of 
technological devices to detect seizures is low: parents and caregivers mainly depend 
on unreliable audio-alarms. Only 1 in 365 audio alarms represents a seizure and 
50% of seizures is associated with an audio signal. About half of the seizures in 
epilepsy patients are at night posing extra problems for patients and caregivers. Of 
nocturnal seizures, 85% goes unnoticed. In 2010 a research project started to 
develop, validate and clinically evaluate a new multimodel seizure detection 
instrument. The goal is to build an optimized combination of 4 non-EEG sensors: 
audio, automated video frame analysis, heart rate and 3D accelerometry. The 
system will be suitable for home-based care. 
Traditionally, technology development processes are viewed as separated from value 
considerations. At best, ethical questions are raised during application, but at that 
stage, it is very difficult to deal adequately with problems. There are strong 
illustrative examples of moral dimensions of choices in the technological design 
process. Currently, it is widely recognized that values are at play in all phases of 
envisioning, design, development and implementation of technology. Examples of 
design of health care technology – such as the seizure detection system - with values 
in mind are scarce. 
In the project of building and testing a new seizure detection system, the 
researchers wish to account for value considerations and choices. Therefore, various 
stakeholders, including parents and caregivers, were involved early in the design 
process and we designed a parallel ethics research project. 
 
Methods 
Value Sensitive Design methodology aims to design this system in a way that 
accounts for human values in a comprehensive manner throughout the design 
process. An important feature of VSD is its interactional nature: values are neither 
viewed as inscribed into technology nor as simply transmitted by social forces. In this 
paper, we describe the VSD approach and its application in the development of the 
seizure detection system. Currently, the seizure detection system is tested and 
compared with the gold standard of in-hospital EEG registration. We describe the 
parallel ethics research in the pre-clinical phase. This involves conceptual 
investigation of stakeholder values and identification of possible value conflicts. We 
report observations of a session with stakeholders who reflected on the identified 
values. Moreover, we describe a conceptual analysis of the values based on the 
views of the stakeholders in the seizure detection system development project. 
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A responsible Strategy?  
A pragmatist View on "Responsible Innovation" Policies in 
Nanotechnologies 

François Thoreau 
University of Liège, Belgium 

"Responsible innovation" has became a widely fashionable policy slogan when it 
comes to governance of new and emerging technologies, especially so in the case of 
nanotechnologies. However, few attempts have been made so far in order to clarify 
what ideas of "responsibility" are at stake in this context, neither has been raised the 
question of what it takes to have innovation actors (science & technology 
practitioners, industries as well as policy-makers) acting "responsibly". Our 
contribution reads as an attempt to unfold the policy agenda of "responsible 
innovation" as an attempt to redefine morally the systemic process of innovation. It 
then suggests that a pragmatist uptake on "responsible innovation" is useful to 
overcome the potential trap of taking such expressions too seriously, by looking at 
how they actually operate, through actual policy instruments (thus looking at their 
governmentality following Lascoumes and Le Galès' lines). To do so, it takes two 
empirical illustrations (the Code of Conduct for a responsible nanoscience and 
nanotechnologies research and a particular research dispositif from a program in the 
Ethical, Legal and Social Aspects - ELSA - of nanotechnologies). It finds that such 
instruments, notwithstanding their current significance in nanotechnologies policies 
or their limited operability, have mostly to offer "lip service" which, if taken to the 
word, leads to serious ambiguities, let alone contradictions. 
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Changing and Transformation:  
Technology is nowadays World Disclosure  

Georgio Tintino  
University of Macerata, Italy 

Nowadays ethics and morality are not ready for the speed and the pervasiveness of 
scientific and technological development. Today the great question of philosophy is 
how this continuos process must be interpreted. Is to bind technological 
development to the constraining precautionary principle or to rely on the permissive 
proactionary principle(as claimed by K. Kelly and M. More) the solution? Perhaps 
both are confused responses to the same wrong question. To interpret technology as 
something external to human being will only provide for us a future full of cyborgs 
and slaves. Understanding how technology is intimately linked to man's existential 
structure can help us to describe how moral change should be compared with 
technological change. 
The role of human sciences must turn to understand the anthropogenesis without the 
fear of being contaminated with biological sciences and epistemology and to refound 
once again the image of man. Understanding the evolutionary progress of Homo 
sapiens is just the beginning of a journey that will be able to illuminate the meaning 
of humankind. 
In order to understand the meaning of scientific and technological transformation, 
philosophy has first to understand that the human entity is not fixed in a nature seen 
as unchainging but it is the result of a continuous transformation process with its 
own environment. The transformation of the world made by humankind should not 
be reduced to the pursuit of its own animality but having that as the starting point it 
has to enter into the complexity from which man emerges. 
Conceptualizing techno-moral  change  doesn’t  mean  to  see  technology  as  an  enemy  
or an ally, but to understand that it is an existential way through which men 
determine their own world disclosure. Technology is not a mere thing but it is 
something that allows us to interpret and experience things. Firstly it's necessary to 
understand that transformation belongs to all life forms, otherwise it wont be 
possible to understand how the technical and moral change could be driven. Thinking 
to have to block the transformation of man could virtually lead us to extinction but at 
the same time the rapid transformation of our environment (seeing also as the body) 
can determine a process through which the survival of Homo sapiens is uncertain. 
In conclusion it is important to see technology as a tool helping man's action and not 
the goal of man's actions: a tool embodied in the historical, cultural and social space 
of humankind. So conceptualizing techno-moral change means to understand the 
man's role in nature; that way, it will be possible to continue to talk about world 
disclosure. 
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The hermeneutic Task of Conceptualizing Techno-Moral Change  

Shannon Vallor  
Santa Clara University, United States  

Analyzing the concept of techno‐moral change is, with other forms of conceptual 
analysis and clarification, chiefly a task for philosophers. Among members of that 
discipline, philosophers of technology are presumably most suited to this particular 
task. However, this task is complicated by the calculated shift many contemporary 
philosophers of technology have made away from general characterizations of 
techno‐social relations and toward more empirical and particularized analyses of 
techno‐social phenomena   (the   ‘empirical   turn’). A secondary complication is the 
associated turn by many philosophers of technology toward more neutral and 
descriptive accounts of techno‐social phenomena, and away from accounts that 
presuppose or provide normative evaluations of technologies. In this talk I will 
assess the prospects for conceptualizing techno‐moral change under these 
constraints. This requires us to pose three preliminary questions: First, how can we 
conceptualize such change in a way that ensures that our concept has sufficient 
scope of applicability to be useful for our analytical purposes, but does not return us 
to that reductive view of technology as a monolithic and hegemonic force frequently 
attributed to Heidegger, Borgmann and Ellul? Secondly, how much normativity must 
we invest in our concept of techno‐moral  change?  That  is,  when  we  conceive  of  ‘the  
influence   of   technology   on   morality’,   is   our   ultimate   aim   simply   to   characterize  
accurately the causal relations by which technology transforms human norms and 
values? Or is it to enable us to draw publicly justifiable conclusions about the 
desirability of those transformations? Third and lastly, at what phenomenological 
scale does our interest in techno‐moral change aim? Are we concerned primarily 
with the power of technologies to transform and redirect moral practice and 
discourse at the civic and institutional levels? Or are we more concerned to properly 
analyze the ways that technologies reshape the moral perceptions, beliefs, practices 
and character of individual human agents? Arriving at a good philosophical concept 
presupposes clarity about what work one wishes the concept to do or facilitate. The 
contemporary state of academic discourse about technology makes such clarity quite 
challenging to come by, in part due to the entirely legitimate demand that such 
discourse (even if founded on philosophical concepts) be of interdisciplinary 
significance. Yet a far more daunting obstacle is reflected in the questions above‐ 
namely, the lack of any mature consensus among philosophers themselves about the 
proper priorities and methods of inquiry into techno -moral phenomena. Even so, the 
urgent need for rigorous discourse about techno‐moral change proscribes despair or 
indefinite postponement of the conceptual task. Instead, I conclude that our only 
option is to proceed dialectically and hermeneutically: pushing forward with the 
conceptual task while making explicit those ambiguities and tensions that 
problematize it, and in perpetual consultation with a parallel discourse that seeks 
their practical resolution. 
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In Vitro Meat, an interactive Design Workshop  

Cor van der Weele 
LEI/Wageningen UR, The Netherlands 

In vitro meat is muscle tissue grown from stem cells through tissue engineering. It 
does not exist yet as a viable and clear cut consumer product, but the mere idea and 
the (so far very modest) research efforts to realize it already attract much societal 
and  moral  attention.  Even  though  part  of  the  public’s  first  response  is  a  negative  gut  
feeling, and others have voiced unease with this direction of technological change, 
moral expectations predominantly run high. 
In vitro meat promises to solve many of the problems associated with the increasing 
global meat production: its production will not involve any animal suffering, as it 
would require only an initial biopsy to obtain the stem cells. Further, it would greatly 
reduce greenhouse gas emissions and use only a few per cent of water and land 
compared to normal meat production.  
In vitro meat is radically innovative but still very much undefined. For example, it is 
not   yet   clear   whether   or   not   it   will   and   should   look   and   taste   like   ‘normal’   meat,  
whether or not it will be regarded as vegetarian food, whether it can be considered 
‘real’  meat—and for instance contains the same nutrients as current normal meat, 
how it will be produced, whether or not the meat industry will take to the idea, and 
whether consumers will be attracted. 
Conventional meat images are now often used to visualize what in vitro meat could 
be. But in fact, the situation invites a more radical use of the imagination.  
This presentation will show different possible forms this new technology could take, 
using imagery generated by industrial design students of Eindhoven University. The 
proposals will be used as a starting point for an interactive dialogue on future 
scenarios for in vitro meat. In so doing, the workshop explores a new style of doing 
ethics: through technological and artistic design.  
Some questions of interest for this exploration:  
-How will in vitro meat be produced? 
-How could its societal introduction take place? 
-How might it be packaged and marketed in the supermarket? 
-How might kitchen routines and food habits be affected?  
-How might the meaning of meat change? 
-How will relations between humans and animals change through in vitro meat? 
-What could a big reduction in land use mean for rural landscapes?  
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The Nano Supermarket 

Ties van de Werff 
Maastricht University / Next Nature Network, The Netherlands 

Koert van Mensvoort 
Eindhoven University of Technology / Next Nature Network, the Netherlands 

The Nano Supermarket, a project from Amsterdam-based NextNature Network 
together with Technical University Eindhoven (NL), presents speculative nanotech 
products that may hit the shelves within the next ten years: medicinal candy, 
interactive wall paint, a wine which taste can be altered with microwaves, a twitter 
implant, invisible security spray and much more. The products, which are on display 
in an old van transformed into a traveling supermarket (SRV), are both innovative 
and useful as well as uncanny and disturbing. Since its opening in 2010 the Nano 
Supermarket received over 30.000 visitors in various cities and events in Europe. 
The great majority of the products on our shelves are still theoretical. Young 
designers and technologists from six different countries submitted them, in response 
to our open call for nano product visions. A panel of leading experts, designers, 
artists, philosophers and technical experts judged the submissions. The selection was 
made on the basis of originality, quality of design, technological feasibility, social 
implications and to what extent the product might promote discussion.  
Whereas most debates about nanotechnology either address our fascination with 
engineering on an incredibly small scale or the safety of nanoparticles, the Nano 
supermarket aims to make the transformative influence of nanotechnology on 
mankind and society tangible and recognizable. How will nanotechnology change our 
everyday  life?  The  products  in  the  Nano  supermarket  haven’t  been  designed to 
predict the future; they serve as something to hold onto in the present and can help 
us to discuss what kind of nano future we really want. 
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Lifestyle or Disease? Norms and Values of Vaccination against Smoking  

Anna Wolters  
Maastricht University, The Netherlands 

Presently, a vaccine is being developed that aims to reduce the number of old and 
new smokers. Contrary to traditional vaccines that combat bacteria and viruses, this 
novel vaccine targets nicotine molecules. Nicotine vaccination is seen as '[p]erhaps 
one of the most stimulating areas of the smoking cessation pipeline' (Casella, 
Caponnetto, & Polosa, 2010).  
The world counts more than a billion smokers. At the same time, in the health 
sciences, smoking is ever more considered a disease, an addiction, and an epidemic. 
The general trend, especially in Western countries, is to discourage the use of 
tobacco, therapeutically and preventively. This is reflected in (trans)national public 
health initiatives, and in attempts of individuals to abandon the cigarette. In spite of 
these efforts, the start of the 21st century is characterized by a growing concern 
about the socio-economic, medical, and mental effects of smoking.  
It is in this context of smoking as addiction/disease and of increased tobacco control 
that nicotine vaccines are being developed and tested. While manufacturers are 
already receiving active support from international drug approval authorities, the 
moral implications of nicotine vaccination as a clinical and public health tool have 
hardly been discussed. Refering to successful immunization campaigns against 
infectious diseases, and to the broad consensus on the harmfulness of smoking, what 
are the implicit and explicit moral arguments for nicotine vaccination in the health 
sciences? At the level of individuals, a vaccine may produce shifts in the acceptance 
and  practices  of  ‘unhealthy  behaviour'.  If  a  few  injections  are  all  it  takes  to  get  rid  of  
smoking (or of other unhealthy behaviours for which vaccines are on their way), how 
then to value these behaviours? Who or what will be the culprit in case of failure, or 
the winner in case of success: the vaccine, the nicotine molecule, the smoker, the 
industry, health  authorities…,  and  with  what  social  and  cultural  consequences?   
The paper aims to explicitize a number of these normative issues by presenting the 
experiences of volunteers in one clinical trial of a nicotine vaccine. The views and 
practices of the vaccinated participants, as well as those of their  family 
members,were gathered at the start of the quit attempt and a year after. These 
findings are compared to the expectations and claims in scientific reviews and in 
clinical trial reports. This contribution on techno-moral change is the starting point 
for a reflexion on the norms and values around the emerging strategy of vaccination 
to discourage smoking. 

Reference 
Casella, G., Caponnetto, P., & Polosa, R. (2010). Therapeutic advances in the 
treatment of nicotine addiction: present and future. Therapeutic Advances in Chronic 
Disease, 1(3), 95-106. 
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Challenging the re-Imaging the Military Industrial, Security, University 
Media Entertainment Complex  

Steve Wright 
Leeds Metropolitan University, United Kingdom 

We are witnessing a rapidly expanding set of new industries dedicated to either state 
security and political control or to yielding new arenas for war in cities and in space 
using high tech geo-location   and   the   notion   of   “full   spectrum   dominance.”   Such  
concepts are highly imaged using glossy DVD movies and power point presentations, 
quite simply because the politicians making decisions on whether or not to provide 
financial support rarely have the scientific and technological expertise to make an 
informed decision. 
New varieties of internal security warfare are emerging with Hollywood imaginers on 
the payroll projecting dreams of technological omniscience. At a time of economic 
crisis, such programmes are more challenged but since some of them are devoted to 
dealing with terroristic and counter riot risk factors associated with the downturn, 
their institutionalisation into our future social fabric seems inevitable, whether in 
war, or prisons at borders or in the hands of the riot police. 
This presentation examines specific new programmes of military and security 
innovation - including torture; surveillance and battle spaces that see; urban warfare 
using armed robotics and geo-location; space systems and switching of mega cities 
through cyber warfare and weapons targeting urban electronic infrastructure. These 
are areas where counter-model expertise not funded by the Military, Security is thin 
on the ground. In such circumstances, how can new urban security infrastructure, 
weapons and practices be successfully challenged? 
The  paper  will  look  at  specific  case  examples  using  Brian  Martin’s  Backfire  approach  
where  opponents  and  NGO’s  have  successfully  used  forms  of  research  activism  as  a  
kind of intellectual jiu jitsu to interfere with the apparent technological momentum 
and imperative in these processes. It concludes by asking how can ethics be used to 
inform future security procurement, as if people mattered? 
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The Co-Production  of  ‘Nanotechnologies’  and  the  ‘Nanoengineer’:   
Tracing Techno-Moral Change in an Undergraduate Nanoengineering Major  

Emily York  
University of California, San Diego, United States  

In this paper I explore techno-moral change in the context of a new undergraduate 
nanoengineering major at the University of California, San Diego. I examine the 
coproduction of nanoengineers and nanotechnologies by considering the practices of 
identity formation through which students become nanoengineers and material-
discursive arrangements become nanotechnologies. Specifically, I argue that through 
these practices, students learn an implicit moral stance that defines nanoengineers 
and nanotechnologies as inherently ethical beings. 
This paper is based on ethnographic research I have been conducting since the fall of 
2010. My analysis draws on   Holland   et   al.’s   notion   of   figured   worlds,   read 
diffractively  through  Karen  Barad’s  posthuman  framework  of  agential  realism,  to  look  
at the Nanoengineering Department as a figured world, where students engage in 
practices of identity formation through various mediating devices. These devices 
include films, such as the 1966 science fiction film Fantastic Voyage; figures, like 
Richard Feynman and Eric Drexler; curricular activities and artifacts, like faculty 
introductions to the students, assignments, textbooks, and a professional code of 
ethics; artifactual stories, such as the role of nanoscale gold in producing the stained 
glass of medieval cathedrals; professionalization activities like the Entrepreneur 
Challenge; and laboratory practices, such as synthesizing nanocubes for experiments 
in self-assembly. Rather than considering techno-moral change as a directional or 
causal enactment, 
I   look   at   ‘nanotechnologies’   and   ‘nanoengineers’   emerging   intra-actively through 
mediated practices, thus entangled in an onto-epistemology that contains within it a 
particular   ethic.   Students   learn   the   ‘nanoengineering’   identity   as   one   that   turns  
dreams into reality, that mimics nature to save lives and create wealth, and that 
does so through manipulation and control, with the ideals of efficiency and precision. 
Nature is personified as the first nanotechnologist, where gecko feet, for instance, 
are presented as a natural nanotechnology. Nanoengineers are charged with 
mimicking Nature by using bottom-up  methods  to  create   ‘revolutionary’  man-made 
nanotechnologies   for   the   ‘benefit   of   humanity’.   Risk   is   framed   narrowly,   as   the  
province of the separate field of nanotoxicology. Only deviance from professional 
norms or poor execution of work is highlighted as constituting unethical, or 
irresponsible, behavior. Additionally, students at this site learn nanoengineering as 
an entrepreneurial activity, where entrepreneurialism is framed as producing the 
chief good by efficiently transferring nanotechnologies to society and strengthening 
the economy. The very act of innovating is therefore framed as ethical, regardless of 
what specifically is innovated. Many elements of this ethic are not unique to 
nanotechnologies, though some may be differently salient in this context, such as 
efficiency and control in relation to molecular self-assembly, or biomimicry and 
manipulation in relation to nanoscale synthesis. 
Importantly, nanotechnologies also emerge here as particular kinds of technologies – 
ones that are ostensibly natural, safe, efficient, energy-saving, life-saving, and 
revolutionary. Nanotechnologies, as assemblages of individual atoms and discursive 
tropes, amenable to control and manipulation, come to be nanotechnologies through 
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the very same mediating devices that produce the nanoengineer. I therefore trace 
technomoral change within the co-production of technologies and technologists. 
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An Examination of the Social Construction of Synthetic Biology and its 
Impact on Ethical Assessment  

Aimee Zellers  
Duquesne University, Pittsburgh, United States 

Synthetic biology is an emerging field converging from biology, chemistry, 
engineering and computer science that proposes to create, design and engineer 
synthesized organisms. Synthetic biology carries with it identifiable risks that have 
been given attention since the inception of its capabilities. More so than in many 
other emerging technologies, ethicists and social scientists have played a role in 
assessing critical issues presented by the new possibilities this technology supplies. 
In early stages of development, ethicists and social scientists began addressing 
issues of bio-terrorism, bio-safety and uncontrolled release. Synthetic biology raises 
a set of ethical issues that, while related to those of other technologies like 
nanotechnology and agricultural biology, are particularly unique. Ethical debates can 
occur on an abstract plane; however, it is imperative to consider that ethical 
dilemmas, deliberation and the resulting decisions are frequently influenced by social 
contexts. Moreover, ethical considerations may be dispensed based on need in 
addition to existing social values. Hence, in some cases what is considered 
permissible may become either mandatory or impermissible.  
Public concerns, in the United States, are primarily focused on health risks and 
governance issues. This presentation will demonstrate how these fears, well-founded 
or irrational, directly affect the success or failure of a new technology. One of the 
interesting developments in the social construct of this emerging technology is that 
scientists and synthetic biologists have realized that public benefits and approval will 
drive the success of their endeavors. Thus there appears to be a concerted effort to 
influence future public acceptance or opposition of specific projects within emerging 
technologies. Potential benefits justify the importance and necessity of a particular 
technology. Even the predictions of consequences are social constructs as they point 
to what a society values and considers harmful or unacceptable. Therefore, when we 
evaluate the socio-technologic construction of synthetic biology it is very beneficial to 
compare the way nanotechnology has flourished and agricultural biology (at least in 
the United States) has not. This presentation will examine the emergence of 
synthetic biology through a social constructivist lens to determine how society is 
shaping this technology and, in return, how this technology is shaping society. 
Technology is not determined by society alone nor is society determined by 
technology alone; they are simply two sides of the same coin. The presentation will 
conclude with an examination of how the social construction of emerging 
technologies can impact the ethical assessment of synthetic biology. 
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The observing Self.  
How Immersion in our (over)mediated Culture leads to increased Self-
Consciousness  

David Zweig 
Writer, Independent Scholar 

Fiction Depersonalization Syndrome, a hypothesis that I have developed, posits that 
immersion   in   the   Western   world’s   highly   mediated   environment   – most of which 
functions as a result of recent technological advances – leads to increased self-
consciousness; the extreme endpoint of this phenomenon is depersonalization, a 
psychological disorder where one is literally watching oneself from afar, as if in a 
movie or a dream. Further, this hyper-self-consciousness may lead to isolation, 
though, paradoxically, we are more technologically connected than ever.  
Today, we are living in an "observational reality" rather than the historically 
dominant "experiential reality." For the first time in history people are spending more 
hours of their day immersed in "Fiction" (defined in this context as media, especially 
observable media - television, movies, the internet, social media, ubiquitous 
advertising, even the news)  rather  than  living  “in  the  moment"  (i.e.  engaged  directly  
with others or the environment). This is a fundamental change in how humans have 
lived for all of history. And living this highly mediated life, which for many of us 
means being immersed in Fiction for the majority of our waking hours, inevitably 
alters the way one perceives oneself and reality itself. 
The increased sophistication and quantity of forms of Fiction we are exposed to on a 
daily basis trains our minds to be observers, rather than participants. If hours upon 
hours each day, day after day, are spent as an observer, it is inevitable that one will 
begin to view one's own life as Fiction. 
Our minds work differently when we are observing media, even interactive media like 
the web, than when we are engaged directly with each other or our environment. We 
know that the mind forms pathways when you think repetitively in certain ways - a 
depressed  person  “stuck   in  a   rut”   for  example.  The  same  holds   true   for  perceptual  
states. After so much time spent as an observer, synaptic patterns form in the brain, 
likely rendering the mind unable to easily shift back from this observational state to 
an experiential state. The neural mold that is formed in the mind when one is 
observing - that initially is malleable as we shift to and from different perspectives - 
eventually  may   solidify   (think   of   this   like   your   eyes’   initial   inability   to   focus   on   an  
object in the distance after you have been reading for a long time). Our modern 
mediascape forces upon us an ever-increasing degree of self-awareness, with 
depersonalization as the dissociative endpoint of this larger phenomenon.  
With a methodology incorporating numerous disciplines – including neuroscience, 
psychology, media theory, and anthropology – my presentation will demonstrate, 
with vivid, scientifically-backed explanations, how our media-saturated, technological 
age is permanently altering our perceptions of ourselves, and of reality itself.  
--------- 
Fiction Depersonalization Syndrome (FDS) has been generating enormous interest in the academic 
community. I have presented earlier versions and variations of FDS and correlating theories at the Media 
Ecology   Association’s   annual   convention   in   Maine,   the   Junge   Philosophie   Conference   in   Darmstadt,  
Germany, and the Institute of General Semantics symposium in New York City, to name just a few venues. 
The hypothesis has also been added to curricula at several universities and is referenced in multiple 
scholarly papers and publications.  
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